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ABSTRACT
THE INFLUENCE OF SURFACES ON
STRUCTURE FORMATION:
I. ARTIFICIAL EPITAXY OF METALS ON POLYMERS,
n. PHASE SEPARATION OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS
AND POLYMER BLENDS UNDER
NONPLANAR SURFACE CONSTRAINTS.
FEBRUARY, 1992
JOHN R. REFFNER
B.S., RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Ph. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Edwin L. Thomas
In order to understand the fundamental cause of preferential lattice
orientations when certain metals are vapor deposited onto oriented semicrystalline
polymers, Sn deposited onto various polyolefins was investigated as a function of
polymer crystallinity, crystallography, morphology and Sn deposition conditions.
Crystallinity is necessary, however, the invariance of the orientations to changes in the
polymer crystallography indicates that the orientation of the metal is not due to lattice
matching, but the result of artificial epitaxy on anisotropic surface features related to
the direction of the chain axis (possibly atomic scale surface steps parallel to the chain
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axis) and the shape anisotropy of the polymer crystals. Features common to many
semicrystalline polymers can thus induce orientations in metal overgrowths.
The influence of a spherical external surface constraint on the microphase
separation of block copolymers (poly(styrene-co-butadiene) and poly(styrene-co-
isoprene)) and block copolymer-polystyrene homopolymer blends was investigated by
producing very small droplets of the polymers via an aerosol technique. In
microdroplets, compositions which exhibit bulk lamellar, OBDD, cylindrical and
spherical morphologies result in concentric packing of lamellae, concentric disordered
'honeycomb-like' layers, layers of curved cylinders and irregularly packed spheres
respectively. This constraint changes the magnitude of various contributions to the
free energy, the respective roles of which can be better understood by observing
which structures are produced. External surface energy is the strongest influence,
resulting in the spherical microdroplets with uniform surface coatings of the lower
surface free energy diene component. Maintaining preferred separations between
adjacent intermaterial dividing surfaces (IMDS), which were approximately
equivalent to those in the corresponding bulk structures, was also a dominant factor.
Except for spherical microdomains, the observed IMDS exhibit radially dependent
shapes and curvatures. Locally this results in additional interfacial area relative to the
bulk, but likely provides a minimum in interfacial area given the microdroplet
spherical geometry and required separations of adjacent IMDS. The most
accommodating factor is the IMDS curvature. Rather than create interfacial area by
truncation of the continuous microdomain morphology at the surface of the droplet,
the structures curve to fit within the spherical external constraint by adopting radially
periodic, concentrically ordered morphologies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Coals and Overview
The ability to control the morphology of a system is one of the greatest
contributions of, and challenges in materials science. For example, the orientation of
crystalline overgrowths by epitaxial growth is one of the single most important areas of
technology, being a vital element in the semiconductor/microelectronics industry and an
important tool in solid state science and materials science. Future developments in a
number of areas may all be profoundly impacted by expanding our understanding of
how surfaces influence the formation of structure and orientation. Examples include
electrically conductive polymers in microelectronic devices, polymers as substrates in
interconnect technologies, non-linear optical materials in optical devices (including
polymers as the optically active material or the support), biomineralization for ceramic-
polymer composite production and the materials science of very small grains or
particles (e.g. 'nano-crystals') for the synthesis of novel materials.
There are a large number of issues related to the influences of surfaces on the
formation of structure. This research addresses issues related to the influence of
polymer surfaces on the crystallization of a second material and the influence of a
nonplanar surface constraint on the structure of microphase separated block
copolymers. The first topic is addressed by an investigation of the crystallization of Sn
onto polymer surfaces by vapor deposition, where it is observed that Sn crystallizes
with specific preferred orientations. This has been of interest both as a potentially
2important technology and as a tool for investigating the formation of metal-polymer
interfaces and the structure of polymer surfaces. The second topic is addressed by
producing very small droplets (10-1000 nm in diameter) referred to as microdroplets, of
block copolymers (BCP), and blends of block copolymers with a homopolymer (HP).
This investigation uses the constraint imposed by the spherical external surface on the
phase separation to produce novel microstructures and to understand different aspects
of the physics controlling the microphase separated structure.
1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
The crystallization of Sn on polymer substrates is presented in Section 1. In
addition to proposed mechanisms for the formation of oriented metal-polymer
interfaces, a general approach to understanding the basis for forming oriented
overgrowths is presented. Implications of this work for graphoepitaxial systems in
general will also be discussed. Section 2 will cover the investigation of phase
separation in BCP, and BCP / HP blends under nonplanar surface constraints such as in
microdroplets. In addition to demonstrating how the microstructure and surface
composition can be controlled in microdroplets, the observed microstructures and their
defects are used to discuss the relative importance of surface energy, intermaterial
interfacial energy and elastic chain deformation.
PART I:
ARTIFICIAL EPITAXY
OF METALS ON POLYMERS
CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
Technological applications of epitaxy are pronunent in the field of electronics.
Consequently this has motivated much investigation into the nature of the interfacial
interactions and crystallization in certain atomic systems, such as metals and
semiconductors. Relatively little work has been done on investigating epitaxy in
molecular crystal systems, in particular, polymers. However, the growing importance
of polymers in thin film and surface technologies warrants increased interest in the
ability to manipulate the structure and orientation via epitaxial or similar techniques.
Metallic coatings on polymers (and vice a versa) are extensively used in
reflective coatings, microelectronics, and for aesthetic purposes [Soane, Martynenko,
1989]. Applications in microelectronics include resists, substrates for interconnects,
substrates for magnetic media, encapsulants, and adhesives. In all these applications the
interfacial properties are crucial to the product's performance. Probably the most
important current issue in metal-polymer interfaces is adhesion between the materials.
There has been, and continues to be, considerable research effort into understanding
and enhancing the adhesion. Improved durability of the interface is generally achieved
by modifying morphological (e.g. surface roughness) or chemical (e.g. the density of
intermaterial covalent bonds) attributes of the interface as well as minimizing the
difference between the thermal and mechanical properties of the metal and the polymer
(such as the coefficient of thermal expansion). Epitaxial relationships have been
proposed, and to a limited extent, utilized in enhancing mechanical properties of
interfaces, such as in composites [Broza et al., 1985]. However, the extent to which the
formation of an oriented overgrowth can enhance the mechanical integrity of interfaces
5is quite limited. Rather, the significance of epitaxial and pseudo-epitaxial processes are
likely to be in manipulating the orientation of materials to take advantage of orientation
dependent electrical, optical, magnetic or mechanical properties.
Metals such as Sn, Te, Bi and In exhibit preferential lattice orientations when
vapor deposited onto certain oriented semicrystalline polymers such as polyethylene
(PE) and poly(l-butene) (PB-1). Oriented metal overgrowths on semicrystalline
polymer substrates were recently discovered by Schultz [Schultz and Peneva, 1987] and
Petermann [Petermann and Broza, 1987]. While there are many examples of epitaxial
interfaces involving polymers, oriented metal-polymer interfaces are particularly
important, both as a probe of metal-polymer interfaces and for their potential
technological utility.
2,1 Growth of Thin Films
There are three predominant mechanisms of thin film growth [Vook, 1982;
Lewis, 1978; Bauer, 1982] i) island growth (Volmer-Weber), ii) layer growth (Frank
and van der Merwe), and iii) Stranski-Krastanov growth (see Figure 2.1). The
formation of an epitaxial interface, which is a special case of thin film growth, can
occur by any one of these mechanisms. Island or Volmer-Weber growth refers to the
formation and growth of three dimensional heterogeneous nuclei. Layer growth refers
to growth of a film which is continuous at any thickness greater than a monolayer.
Stranski-Krastanov growth refers to a system which initially grows by a layered growth
mechanism up to a critical number of layers at which point further growth occurs as
islands on top of the initial layered growth.
The mechanism of film growth will depend on how much the overgrowth
material is stabilized by the presence of the substrate interface. Consequently the
6iT*.
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VOLMER-WEBER GROWTH
Island growth
o(s) < a(i) + a(o)
(d|a/dn)x<0
fl ipifli#miiiftiim
FRANK AND VAN DERMERWE GROWTH
Layered growth
a(s) > a(i) + a(o)
(dp/dn)T> 0
, ..f* a.,uM.Mm...Mn|
STRANSKI-KRASTANOV GROWTH
Initial layered growth foUowd by island formation
a(s) > a(i) + a(o)
(dp/dn)^ > 0
up to critical thickness when
a(s) > a(i) + a(o)
(d^i/dn)T> 0
a(s) = surface free energy of substrate ^ = chemical potential
a(o) = surface free energy of overgrowth dn = number of monolayers
a(i) = interfacial free energy
Figure 2.1. Growth mechanisms of thin films.
7occurrence of each of these models has been related to surface/interfacial free energies
and the gradient of chemical potential as a function of overgrowth thickness. This is
also shown in Figure 2.1. For instance, if the interfacial free energy is sufficiently low
with respect to the surface free energies then the overgrowth will completely wet the
surface which would promote layered growth. The question of the applicability of
macroscopic surface tensions to such thin films limits the usefulness of this approach.
The gradient in chemical potential indicates if the overgrowth material is more stable at
the interface or in the bulk. In the cases of metal-polymer epitaxy, the relatively low
surface free energy typical of organic polymers favors an island growth mechanism.
2.2 Crvstallographic Orientation in Thin Films on Substrates
The orientation of a crystal lattice with respect to a plane has two degrees of
rotational freedom. Consequently, the orientation of crystals in an overgrowth can be
described by specifying the relative orientation of two (non-parallel) crystallographic
axes; for example, the preferential polar and azimuthal orientations. Polar orientation
refers to the preferential orientation of a crystallographic plane of the overgrowth
parallel to the overgrowth/substrate interface, and is referred to as a preferential contact
plane. Azimuthal orientation refers to a preferential orientation of the overgrowth in
the plane of the overgrowth/substrate interface. An overgrowth with only a polar or
azimuthal orientation has a uniaxial texture. An overgrowth with both types of
orientation exhibits a single-crystal-like texture. It is customary to specify one
orientation by indicating the planes of the overgrowth and substrate which are coplanar
with the interface (indicating the polar orientation), and the second orientation by
indicating the lattice vector of the substrate which is parallel to a particular lattice
8vector of the overgrowth which lies in the plane of the interface (indicating the
azimuthal orientation). Figure 2.2 provides an example.
In addition to the two degrees of rotational freedom, the orientation of a crystal
lattice with respect to a plane has three degrees of translational freedom. The
translational degrees of freedom are much more difficult to determine experimentally
and as a consequence are rarely specified. This is because diffraction techniques can
readily determine the rotational relationship between the overlayer and substrate but not
the translational relationship. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (for
example [Chern et al., 1982, Zhang et al., 1986, LeGoues et al., 1986]) and Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy have been applied to determine the absolute registration between
overgrowth and substrate in some systems.
In this text we define an x-y interface as x deposited onto y. For example,
"metal-polymer interface" refers to metal deposited onto a polymer substrate. Standard
references to crystallographic directions and planes are; [ijk] for an axis, <ijk> for a
family of equivalent axes such as [100], [010] and [001] in a cubic system, (hkl) for a
specific plane and {hkl} for a family of equivalent planes. Here h,k and 1 refer to
Miller Indices.
Many phenomena induce preferendal crystallographic orientations when one
material is crystallized onto another. Observations of uniaxial textures for materials
crystallized from the vapor phase are quite common [Bauer, 1964], Any characterisdc
which favors growth of crystals with a particular (hkl) plane parallel to the surface can
result in a preferential polar orientation. For example, anisotropic surface free energy
of the overgrowth can result in preferential nucleation, growth or surface energy driven
secondary grain growth of crystals with a particular orientation [Wong, et al., (1986)].
Some overgrowths grown from the vapor phase are oriented with respect to the
direction of deposition due to anisotropic growth rates favoring growth of crystals with
9For this example:
Faces paralell to interface:
(100) of substrate
(001) of overgrowth
Axis of substrate and overgrowth which are
in the plane and coplanar to one another:
[001] substrate
[010] overgrowth
This relationship is expressed as:
(lOO)substrate I I (001) overgrowth
[001]substrate I I [010] overgrowth
Figure 2.2. Specifying an epitaxial arrangement.
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particular orientations [Bauer, 1964]. Preferential azimuthal orientation can result from
interfacial energy varying with azimuthal orientation. Generally, the variation in
interfacial energy is a function of contact plane of the overgrowth and, consequently, an
overgrowth which demonstrates a preferential azimuthal orientation also has a
preferential polar orientation. Interfacial energy can vary with azimuthal orientation
due to factors such as the crystallographic periodicities or oriented topographic features
of the substrate.
2.2.1 Epitaxy
Epitaxy, broadly defined as growth of a crystalline material onto a single-crystal
substrate which results in a specific orientation of the overgrowth, has come to be used
to describe orientations which are the result of a correlation in the periodic interatomic
(molecular) potentials of the planes of the overgrowth and the substrate which are
parallel to the interface. When such a correlation exists for a specific azimuthal and
polar orientation (and translation), that orientation can be expected to have a lower
interfacial free energy because it can maximize the attractive interatomic interactions
across the interface. One criterion, which is used to assess the potential for two
materials to have such correlations, is the lattice mismatch which is the difference in the
lattice spacings of parallel axes of the overgrowth and substrate parallel to the interface.
Although exceptions exist, epitaxy is not expected if the lattice mismatch is greater than
5-10%.
The term epitaxy, "airangement on", was first coined by Royer in 1928 to
describe the oriented growth of one material on another such that there exists a
crystallographic relationship between the materials [Khan, 1970; Matthews, 1975].
Royer investigated a large number of materials crystallized onto crystalline substrates
11
making the empirical observation that epitaxy is generally observed only when the
lattice spacings in the overgrowth and the substrate are nearly equivalent in directions
which are both parallel to the interface and parallel to one another. Furthermore, this
similarity must exist in two or more noncolinear directions. The dissimilarity in lattice
spacings is characterized by the lattice misfit which is the ratio of the difference in
lattice spacing of the substrate and overgrowth to that of the substrate. Royer observed
that epitaxy generally required that the misfit be less than 15%. Consideration of the
interaction between two crystal faces provides support for the idea that epitaxy can be
promoted by low misfit. A single atom/molecule of the overgrowth will have a location
on the substrate surface at which its energy is minimized. If there is a crystal face of
the overgrowth which, for a particular orientation no lattice mismatch exists between
the materials, then every atom/molecule of the overgrowth at the interface will be in the
same favorable environment. The larger the misfit is, the lower will be the stabilization
of the interface due to the orientation.
Within less than a decade of Royer's initial experiments, examples of epitaxy
with considerably larger misfits, on the order of 20 to 30%, had been observed
[Pashley, 1956]. While these large misfits demonstrate that lattice matching is not a
necessary condition, there remains a strong correlation between lattice matching and
epitaxy in most systems. The source of the orienting effect for systems with large
misfits remains largely unexplained.
In the most general sense, epitaxy is due to a particular orientation of a specific
contact plane of the overgrowth being either kinetically or thermodynamically favored.
A variety of factors may contribute to the stabilization of an interface. These may
include interatomic and intermolecular forces, such as coulombic, dipolar, hydrogen
bonding and van der Waals or dispersion forces. In general, it is difficult to evaluate
how all these forces contribute to the energy of an interface. Fundamentally, this is
12
because the systems are yet too complicated to fully address with quantum mechanics.
Attempts to simplify the calculations of surface or interface energies introduce a variety
of problems. This is especially true in metals and salts where multi-body effects (the
interaction of two atoms being modified by the location of other atoms in the system)
and long range forces contribute significantly to the energy of the systems. In this
respect, epitaxy between organic materials, such as organic polymers, is ideal for
studying the fundamentals of interface stabilization via epitaxy. This is because the
significant forces in the systems, (i.e. dispersion forces) are short range and insensitive
to many-body effects. Such investigations of the energetics of polymer interfaces with
graphite [Baukema, Hopfinger, 1982] and salts [Mauritz, et al., 1973, Balik, et al.,
1982, Balik, 1986] have been conducted. Typically, the energetics of only a single
chain is considered; a significant shortcoming in these studies.
It has also been known for some time that the ability of metal and
semiconductor surfaces to reduce 'dangling' bonds via reconstruction is also an
important factor in the structure and free energy of surfaces [van Hove, 1979, Lander,
1979]. "Surface reconstruction" is when the outermost atomic/molecular layer(s) of a
surface assumes a structure different from the arrangement of atoms of the
corresponding planes in the bulk. It is unclear if polymer surfaces undergo any form of
surface reconstruction. Because they do not have primary 'dangling' bonds, most
crystalline polymers, especially those without strong intermolecular interactions (i.e.
hydrogen bonding or dipole-dipole interactions) probably do not undergo surface
reconstruction. While these questions remain unanswered, it is likely that Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy will soon address these issues.
There are a variety of processes which result in epitaxy. Many involve the
nucleation process [Pashley, 1956; Pashley, 1965]. Among these are the formation of
heterogeneous nuclei of a preferred orientation and the preferential adsorption of nuclei.
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A number of workers have applied theories of heterogeneous nucleation to the
formation of oriented nuclei [Vook, 1982; Lewis, 1978; Neugebauer, 1970; Rhodin,
1966; Moazed, 1965]. The basic concept is that if nuclei of a particular orientation
have a lower interfacial free energy then the activation energy for creating those
particular nuclei will be lower than that of nuclei with other orientations. The initial
attempts to develop theories were based on "capillarity" models. In this approach the
initial shape of the island is assumed to be hemispherical with a contact angle
dependent on the surface tension between the materials. This has obvious limitations
since the size of nuclei are sufficiently small that basing the structure on macroscopic
concepts of surface tension is unrealistic. More recent attempts have developed
atomistic models for cluster stability and nucleus formation [Vook, 1982; Rhodin,
1966], The nature of such small particles and how they interact with a surface is, of
course, extremely difficult to predict. Furthermore, the complexity of any real system,
in particular the role of defects, makes it difficult to propose realistic models for the
nature of the epitaxial process.
Crystal growth can also play a key role in orienting an overgrowth [Neugebauer,
1970; Pashley, 1965; Khan, 1970; Stowell, 1969]. There are at least two mechanisms
by which this may occur. The growth rate may vary for nuclei of different orientations.
Consequently, a less favored nucleation orientation may become the dominant
orientation if the growth rate is very fast relative to that of the competing nucleation
rates. Also, recrystallization as islands in an overgrowth coalesce has been shown to
promote a particular epitaxial texture in different systems.
Many studies have been conducted to elucidate the nature of nucleation and
island growth in thin film formation of vapor deposited metals [Lewis, 1978; Robinson,
Robins, 1974; Dumpich, Wassermann, 1979; Dupich, 1985]. The studies are based on
simplifications of atomistic theories of heterogeneous nucleation. The models provide
14
a means for relating the nucleation rate (as a function of temperature and rate of
deposition) to such things as the activation energy for adsorption of atoms and the
activation energy for surface diffusion. Furthermore, this approach can be used to
evaluate if nucleation occurs randomly on the sample or at preferred sites, and it makes
predictions on how the rate of coalescence of islands should indicate whether the
islands are mobile on the surface.
Finch and Quarrell, in 1933, proposed that the first stages of the overgrowth
consisted of a layer which was strained to match the spacings of the substrate. This is
known as "pseudomorphism." This idea was taken up by Frank and van der Merwe and
became known as the Frank and van der Merwe theory [Pashley, 1956; Makov,
Milchev, 1985]. They applied their theoretical studies of one dimensional dislocations
to assess the stability of pseudomorphic layers [Frank, van der Merwe, 1949]. They
predict that pseudomorphic monolayers are stable for a lattice mismatch of up to about
9% and metastable up to about 14%.
Several different growth mechanisms may be exhibited by an epitaxial system
depending on the strength of the interfacial interaction (strength of the interatomic
(molecular) interaction across the interface relative to within the overgrowth) and the
degree of mismatch between a particular orientation of overgrowth and substrate
P/ook, 1982; Stoyanov, 1986; Bauer, 1982]. Strongly interacting systems with no
mismatch (e.g. homoepitaxy) or overgrowths thinner than a critical thickness, when the
mismatch is less than a few percent, are characterized by layer-by-layer growth (Frank
van der Merwe growth) in which the layers are strained to match the lattice spacing of
the substrate (pseudomorphic growth). For systems with larger mismatches, weaker
interfacial bonding, and/or thicker overgrowths, initially layer-by-layer growth may be
superseded at greater thickness by island growth (Stranski-Kranstanov growth
mechanism) and/or, rather than growing strictly pseudomorphically, may accommodate
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mismatch at the interface via strain and defect formation in the overgrowth. Pairs of
materials which interact weakly (e.g. systems interacting predominantly by dispersion
forces) will typically grow by an island growth mechanism (the criteria for island
growth is surface free energy of the substrate being less than the sum of interfacial free
energy and surface free energy of the overgrowth).
There are a variety of experimental conditions which affect the formation of
epitaxial overgrowths [Pashley, 1956; Vook, 1982; Francombe, 1965]. As with any
surface phenomena, the cleanliness of the surface is extremely important and has caused
many problems in producing anomalous effects or irreproducible results.
The substrate temperature is also important. It is a very general observation that
a system will only demonstrate epitaxy above a certain temperature. This is an
expected result of heterogeneous nucleation since the fraction of nuclei, which have a
lower activation energy due to their orientation, will be larger at higher temperatures.
The concentration of the crystallizing material at the surface is also an important
factor. In vapor deposition this is related to the rate of deposition; epitaxy is strongly
favored by slow rates of deposition. This is expected because lower concentrations of
the crystallizing material favor heterogeneous nucleation. In fact, it is often observed
that the effect of substrate temperature and rate of deposition on epitaxial growth are
interrelated [Khan, 1970; Stowell, 1969]. As the rate of deposition is increased, the
minimum temperature for epitaxy generally increases.
2,2.2 Orientation on Amnrnhous Substrates
Recentiy there have been experimental observations which have introduced
completely new forms of epitaxy which are not the result of the crystallographic
periodicities in the substrate. To distinguish these from 'classical' epitaxy (where the
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crystallographic periodicities are critical) they will be referred to as pseudo-epitaxial.
Two examples are overgrowths with polar orientations (preferential contact planes) and
the orientation of crystalline overgrowths on topographic features of amorphous
substrates. This is known as graphoepitaxy and has also been called artificial epitaxy,
graphotaxy and diataxy. As the formation of preferential contact planes is related to
artificial epitaxy, a brief review of these systems will be presented.
2.2.2.1 Preferential Contact Planes
The formation of preferred contact planes at interfaces has been observed in
many systems. This is a common observation in films of Sn, In and Bi as well as
dozens of other materials [Bauer, 1964; Francombe, 1968] including polymers
[Wunderlich, 1973]. In general, this may be related to anisotropic surface free energies
or preferential adsorption. It is also common that a material may demonstrate different
contact planes as a function of the deposition conditions; CaS demonstrates 3 different
contact planes as a function of deposition mechanism ( chemical vapor deposition vs.
electron beam deposition) and substrate temperature [Yoshiyama, et al., 1988], Ft
demonstrates a different contact plane when exposed to rather than gas [Wang,
1985] and Sn has been shown to demonstrate different preferential contact planes as a
function of pressure, film thickness and deposition rate when vapor deposited onto
-8
glass [Preece et al., 1969]. Preece observed a (100)„ preferential contact plane at 10"
torr independent of rate and thickness, with (301)^^, (1 10)^^ and (001)^^ observed at
higher pressures of O^. Although there were trends observed in the contact plane, there
was a significant degree of scatter in the observations.
In polymers, preferential adsorption of polymer chains on surfaces can result in
the orientation of the crystals at the surface such that the chain axis lies in the plane of
the interface. This is referred to as transcrystallinity [Wunderiich, 1973]. For metals,
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the occurrence of preferred contact planes is generally the result of anisotropic surface
free energy favoring the formation of a particular contact plane due to lower surface
free energy.
Perhaps the most thoroughly investigated mechanism for the formation of a
preferential contact plane is that of secondary grain growth [Flanders, 1985], studied
for Si [Thompson, Smith, 1984] and Au films [Wong, et al, 1986]. In these systems
the films, which initially are isotropic, develop a preferential contact plane as they are
annealed. This is the result of preferential growth of grains with a particular
orientation. Because the surface and interfacial energy is anisotropic, the free energy of
each grain will be a function of the orientation as well as the shape and size of the
grain. Consequently, as the film is annealed, grains with an orientation which results in
a lower interfacial and surface energy grow preferentially, consuming grains with less
favorable orientations.
2.2.2.2 Artificial Epitaxy / Graphoepitaxy
As we previously defined, artificial epitaxy refers to the oriented growth of one
material onto a substrate in which the orientation is not due to a correlation in the
interatomic(molecular) spacings of the overgrowth and substrate planes which are
parallel to the interface, such as orientated growth on an amorphous substrate. An
example of this is crystallization onto a substrate with oriented topographic features,
such as steps, which results in an overgrowth with a single-crystal-like texture. This is
similar to polar orientations on flat surfaces except that both preferential polar and
azimuthal orientations result when the topography of the substrate allows a crystal of
the overgrowth to have more than one preferential contact plane against the substrate
for a given orientation (see Figure 2.3). Referred to as graphoepitaxy [Flanders, 1978],
the term was initially applied to orientations resulting from crystallization only onto
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Figure 2.3. A crystal bound by low surface energy facets on a flat substrate and at a
step on the substrate. The facet of crystal A in contact with the substrate, and
therefor the interfacial energy, is invariant to rotation about axis m. Rotation
about any axis changes the interfacial energy for crystal B. For example crystal
C represents a rotation of crystal B about the n axis, which changes the facet in
contact with the substrate (and consequendy the interfacial energy) of the
crystal.
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lithographically produced topography on amorphous substrates, hence the prefix
•grapho', to draw. The term has also been used to describe orientation onto steps on a
crystalline substrate [Kasukabe and Osaka, 1987]. Graphoepitaxy has been
demonstrated for a number of systems including: ammonium iodide crystallized from
solution onto glass diffraction gratings [Sheftal andBouzynin, 1972], alkali halides
crystallized from solution onto amorphous SiO replicas of artificial relief structures
[Flanders, 1978], and recrystallization of several metals after deposition onto
amorphous SiO or Si02 artificially produced surface relief structures (Si [Geis, 1979;
Smith et al., 1983], Ge [Yoneyara, et al., 1984], Bi [Klews, et al., 1985; Klews, et al.,
1987], Sn [Klews, et al., 1987], and In [Klews, et al., 1987]), Au annealed (to allow
secondary grain growth) on amorphous SiO or Si02 artificially produced surface relief
structures [Wong, et al., 1985], and Sn electrodeposited onto metal gratings [Darken
and Lowndes, 1982].
Sn has demonstrated a propensity to grow in an oriented fashion on topographic
features in a number of systems. In addition to those mentioned above, Sn has been
shown to have a very weak azimuthal orientation as a direct result of deposition onto
gratings [Flanders 1978], and Sn/Bi alloys have been shown to orient relative to
substrate topography after electron beam annealing [Anton, et al., 1982].
The system most similar to the Sn / polymer interfaces of this study (i.e. formed
by vapor deposition under conditions resulting in island growth) is Sn vapor deposited
onto alkali halide crystal surfaces and SiO replicas of alkali halide crystal surfaces with
atomic scale steps [Osaka and Kasukabe, 1985; Osaka et al, 1984; Osaka, et al., 1985;
Osaka, T., Kasukabe, 1987]. Under similar nominal thicknesses and rates of deposition,
Sn grows in much the same way on NaCl, KCl and SiO as on the polymer substrates of
this investigation; all systems exhibit island morphology, liquid-like coalescence, and
similar number density of particles. On KCl, Sn was observed to have an epitaxial
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arrangement, however, at steps in the surface the particles were found not to be oriented
with respect to the crystalline lattice but rather the step; (010) II interface II (100)
with [100]^^ II to the steps (perpendicular to the normal of the terrace and the rise of the
steps). Inspection of the faceting of crystals in their micrographs also suggest a second
orientation; (010)^^ II interface II (lOO)j^^j with [001]^^ II steps. On NaCl both a
(OlO)g^ preferential contact plane with the [100]^^ II [100]^^^^ and a weaker (001)^^
preferential contact plane with the [100]^^ II [lOOJj^^^j were observed. The most
diverse behavior was observed on SiO replicas of NaCl. Here several orientations were
observed:
(OOl)g^ II interface, [001]^^ II steps
(101)„ II interface, [001]„ II steps
on on
(100)„ II interface, [001]„ II steps
on on
In the absence of steps, the diffraction pattern from the Sn particles on SiO showed no
azimuthal orientation and the relative intensities of the reflections were comparable to
that for an unoriented sample. The researchers explained this result as a combination of
the three preferential contact planes which were observed against the terrace of the
steps. However, Sn deposited onto flat SiO substrates under similar conditions in this
laboratory was examined by obtaining diffraction from tilted samples which would
distinguish between multiple preferential contact planes and no preferential
orientations; Sn demonstrates only an extremely weak preferential contact plane on
SiO, the majority of the scattering originating from an isotropic distribution of Sn
crystals. Consequently, Sn is less sensitive to the influence of surface energy
anisotropy when growing on SiO than other systems, such as polymers.
The principle mechanism proposed as the origin of preferential orientations is
anisotropy in surface free energy (difference in surface free energy for different crystal
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faces). A material which has an anisotropy of surface free energy may have
orientations on a surface which minimize the interfacial free energy. If the crystallizing
material has a family of planes which would preferentially crystallize against a flat
surface, then any topography which would allow more than one of these planes to come
in contact with the surface would result in a specific preferred orientation (fixing the
orientation of any two non-parallel faces specifies a unique orientation). A simple
example of this is shown in Figure 2.3. This is the basis of how Osaka and Kasukabe
interpreted the orientations of Sn which they observed. This, however, falls short of
explaining some of the observations, for example the distinction between contact with
the terrace of the steps and the rise. In each of the orientations observed on SiO, the
(100)^^ is parallel to the rise of the step. If interfacial energy minimization (the
formation of preferential contact planes against both the terrace and the rise of the step)
is the key factor, then orientations such as
(lOO)g^ II interface, [001]^^ II steps
((100)^. II step terrace, (010) II step rise)
(100)^^ II interface, [301]^^ -11 steps
((100)^^ II step terrace, (01 1)^^^ II step rise)
(100)„ II interface, [010]^ II steps
((lOO)g^ II step terrace, (001)^^ II step rise)
should be observed. Despite the persisting questions, Osaka showed that Sn can be
strongly influenced by atomic scale topography.
A theoretical treatment of the influence of surface energy anisotropy on the
formation of oriented overgrowths has been conducted by Taylor and Cahn [1988].
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This study is based on an extension of the Wulff construction. The Wulff construction
provides a tool for determining the surface energy minimizing morphology (the
external shape which minimizes the surface energy for a given volume of material) of a
crystal with anisotropic surface free energy. Winterbottom [1967] adapted the Wulff
construction for the case of a particle on a flat substrate, and Taylor and Cahn utilized
Winterbottom's work to evaluate the energy minimizing orientation as a function of the
surface energy anisotropy of the overgrowth and the substrate/overgrowth interfacial
free energy. An important result from Taylor and Cahn's work is that the energy
minimizing orientation is not necessarily that orientation which minimizes the
interfacial energy; even systems with isotropic interfacial energies will have surface
energy minimizing orientations as a result of the external surface energy anisotropy.
This also shows that even for a simple Wulff shape the energy minimizing orientation
depends on the interfacial energy and in a simple two dimensional case presented, the
orientation varies continuously as a function of interfacial energy.
The Winterbottom construction has also been extended to particles in contact
with two non-coplanar surfaces (such as a particle at a step) [Zia, et al., 1988; Lee,
Aaronson, 1975], Referred to as the 'Summertop Construction', it would seem natural
to extend this work to predictions of the surface energy minimizing orientation for
particles at a step.
2.3 Epitaxial and Pseudo-Epitaxial phenomena in polymeric systems
Polymer surfaces and interfaces are a prime example of the complexity which is
an inherent problem in most polymer systems. The complexity is the result of the
various hierarchical levels of organization of a polymeric material influencing the
surface structure. The covalent linking of atoms into long molecules will limit the
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extent to which atoms can rearrange at a surface. For a flexible macromolecule, this
means that chain ends, cilia, loops, and entanglements are all likely to be present at a
polymer surface. The surface of a flexible chain polymer may have crystalline and
amorphous regions, facets, and crystalline-amorphous boundaries due to the
semicrystalline nature of these polymers, and fold surfaces due to the occurrence of
chain folding. On a much larger scale, the organization of polymer crystals into larger
structures (such as spherulites), will introduce local anisotropics and inhomogeneities
(e.g. spherulite boundaries) due to the growth induced orientation of the crystallites.
Furthermore, processing generally introduces an additional level(s) of hierarchical order
due to a combination of factors such as deformation, flow orientation, thermal gradients
and the macroscopic morphology of the object (such as with fiber spinning or the
crystallization of thin films described in chapter 3.1),
Rod-like polymers would be expected to have much simpler surfaces. Due to
the large backbone rigidity, there should not be folds or loops and there should be fewer
entanglements. Long range order (crystalline or liquid crystalline) in rod-like polymers
will also affect the surface structure differently than in flexible polymers. In contrast to
the amorphous region between crystals of flexible polymers, rod-like polymers have
either oriented (liquid crystalline) regions or grain boundaries between crystals (arrays
of defects between regions of different orientation). Consequently, the surface of a
crystalline rod-like polymer will have crystalline-liquid crystalline boundaries and/or
grain boundaries.
Polymers have been observed to crystallize epitaxially on some alkali halides,
minerals [Wittman, Lotz, 1986], graphite [Tuinstra, Baer, 1970] and organic crystals.
They also can serve as the substrate for the epitaxial growth of organic crystals,
including other polymers.
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The first observation of epitaxial crystallization of polymers was that of
polyethylene (PE) on NaCl. This was first reported by Willems and Willems using
optical microscopy [Willems, Willems, 1957a; Willems, Willems, 1957b], and later by
Fischer using electron microscopy [Fischer, 1957]. The epitaxial relationship first
observed for PE on NaCl was
(110)pgll{100}^^^, [001]pgll<110>^^^,.
Furthermore, the monoclinic crystal structure of PE was observed in some thin
overgrowths, indicating that epitaxial growth can induce a crystallographic
transformation. Numerous other investigations into polymer epitaxy on alkali halides
have been conducted [Koutsky, et al., 1966; Fisher, Willems, 1966; Carr, 1972;
Koutsky, et al., 1966a; Koutsky, et al., 1966b; Mauritz, et al., 1973; Wellinghoff, et al,
1974; Rickert, Baer, 1978; Ashida, et al., 1978; Rickert, et al., 1978; Balik, et al, 1982;
Usui,etal., 1987].
The observations of polymer epitaxy on alkali halides are quite general.
Several polymers and several alkali halides have been shown to share epitaxial
relationships. With few exceptions, the chain axis of the polymer lies in the" plane of
the interface parallel to the <110> directions on the face of the salt. Koutsky, Walton,
and Baer demonstrated that lattice matching was not responsible for the observed
orientation [Koutsky, et al., 1966]. This was shown by crystallizing PE on a series of
alkali halide (100) surfaces with lattice constants of 0.4, 0.56, 0.59, 0.62, 0.64, and 0.70
nm onto which PE crystallizes with lattice spacings of 0.892 and 0.254 nm. The
difference in lattice parameters between the salts was observed to have no effect on the
orientation of the polymer overgrowths. On all the substrates the orientation of the PE
was the same as given above for the orientation on NaCl. Subsequently it has been
shown that while lattice matching is not a necessary condition for epitaxy it can
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strongly affect the stability of nuclei and the crystallization rate [Koutsky, et al.,
1966b]. The <110> direction on the { 100} planes of alkali halides is significant since
this is the direction of rows of like charge. The prevailing hypothesis is that dispersive
and induced dipole effects are responsible for the orientation [Koutsky, et al., 1966b;
Mauritz, et al., 1973; Wellinghoff, et al., 1974].
A variety of techniques have been used to produce polymer epitaxy on alkali
halides. The substrate crystal faces were produced by cleavage of the salt. The
crystallization conditions have included evaporation of dilute solutions [Koutsky, et al,
1966], isothermal crystallization from dilute solutions [Fisher, Willems, 1966],
crystallization from the melt [Rickert, et al., 1978], vapor deposition [Ashida, et al.,
1978], and ionized cluster beam deposition [Usui, et al., 1987].
Epitaxial growth of polymers on small molecule organic substrates has been
demonstrated in a variety of systems including benzoic acid and salts thereof [Rickert,
etal., 1978; Wittman, et al., 1983], aromatic hydro-carbons [Wittman, Lotz, 1981a;
Wittman, Lotz, 1981b] (e.g. napthalene, anthracene, biphenyl) and trioxane [Rickert, et
al., 1978]. The epitaxy of PE on benzoic acid (BA) is a good example. BA is an
effective nucleating agent for a variety of polymers including PE. Lotz and Wittman
have investigated this system in order to elucidate the fundamental nature of the
nucleating effect [Wittman, et al., 1983]. They concluded that the effect is due to
epitaxial crystallization of PE on the (001) crystal face of BA. The phenomenon has
subsequently been used in this and other investigations as a tool for producing PE
samples with a specific crystallographic orientation [Moss, et al., 1984; Moss, et al.,
1985].
BA crystallizes from the melt into long, flat crystals with the faces parallel to
(001) plane of the unit cell. The crystal structure of BA is monoclinic in which the
motif consists of planar BA dimers. The (001) face of the crystals is composed of a
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rectangular array of benzene rings. When PE is crystallized onto the surface of BA,
Lotz and Wittman observed the orientation to be:
(100)p^ll(001)3^ [001]pgll[100]3^.
The lattice mismatching for this orientation is -8.0% in the [001] direction
and -3.9% in the [OlOlp^ direction. This degree of mismatch is within reasonable
limits for expecting epitaxy. Epitaxial crystallization of both monoclinic and
orthorhombic phases of polyethylene has been recendy reviewed [Wittman, Lotz, 1989]
An important issue in polymer science, and one which has generated much
controversy, is the nature of polymer crystal surfaces. Epitaxial growth has provided
evidence that such surfaces have periodic structure. One of the most significant
observations in polymer epitaxy has been epitaxial growth of materials on polymer
surfaces. In 1950 Richards demonstrated that oriented overgrowths could be formed on
polymer substrates [Richards, 1950]. While his experiments failed to demonstrate if the
overgrowths were the result of epitaxy, they did demonstrate the potential for using
polymer surfaces as substrates. Acridine [Parikh, Phillips, 1985], trioxane and other
organic molecules have been epitaxially crystallized on lateral surfaces (surfaces
parallel to the chain direction) of PE lamellae. Furthermore, several polymers have
been epitaxially crystallized on various lateral surfaces of other polymers [Lotz,
Wittman, 1984; Takahashi et al., 1970; Broza et al, 1985]. This is significant because
it indicates that the lateral surface of the polymer crystals are crystalline. Lotz and
Wittman have also shown that PE oligomers can form oriented overgrowths on the
chain folded surface of polymer single crystals such as solution grown PE [Wittman,
Lotz, 1985]. This is significant because it indicates that the chain folded surface of the
polymer crystals has some anisotropy and/or order such as would be expected from
adjacent reentry chain folding.
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For cases of epitaxy between polymers and either small molecule organic
crystals or other polymers, the lattice mismatch is relatively low, at least in one
direction, which is generally less than 10%. Therefore, lattice matching appears to be
at least partially responsible for the orientational relationships between the polymer and
the substrate. For many of these systems the lattice matching is predominantly one
dimensional, normal to the chain direction of the polymer.
2.4 Previous Investigations of Oriented Metal-Polvmer Interfaces
The oriented crystallization of a metal on a polymer was first observed by J. M.
Schultz in 1987 [Schultz and Peneva, 1987]. They investigated the vapor deposition of
Sn on hot-drawn polypropylene (PP) by Reflectance High Energy Electron Diffraction
(RHEED) and scanning electron microscopy. The Sn was deposited at 0.5 nm/s and at
2 nm/s at room temperature. They observed that the Sn crystals assumed one of two
preferential orientations on PP; [100]^^ parallel to the chain axis or (100)^^ parallel to
interface (a preferential contact plane). At the higher rate of deposition, orientation was
observed in Sn films as thick as 100 nm. The lower rate of deposition only resulted in a
preferred orientation in very thin Sn films (5 nm and less). The Sn crystals were small
platelets. The scope of this investigation did not provide a basis for Schultz and Peneva
to draw any conclusions about the origins of the orientation. They did suggest a
possible arrangement for lattice matching.
Petermann and Broza have investigated the orientation of several metals vapor
deposited on uniaxial polymer films [Petermann and Broza, 1987]. They characterized
the orientation by determining which axis of the metal was parallel to the chain axis of
the polymer and did not differentiate between uniaxial or single-crystal-like orientations
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of the metal or indicate the presence of multiple orientations. Table 2.1 summarizes the
orientations observed.
The major observations made by Petermann and Broza are:
- For each of the metals which demonstrated an orientation, the same orientation was
observed on all the polymers (see table 2.1). This is despite strong differences in the
crystal structures of the polymers. They indicate that this suggests that lattice matching
does not account for the orientations.
- High resolution transmission electron micrographs indicated that there was an 'ultra-
thin' region around each metal particle which was not of the same crystallographic
orientation as the particles. This region appears as a halo around the particles and it
was proposed that it may be critical in transferring the crystallographic information
between the polymer and the metal.
- The fraction of oriented crystals was reported to be an increasing function of the
substrate temperature from 40 to 80 ^C.
- The fraction of oriented crystals was also found to be a function of the particular
polymer. This is indicated in table 2.1. This lead Petermann and Broza to propose that
chemical bonding may play a role in the orientation. They have suggested that the high
energy metal atoms react when they impinge on the substrate.
Our objective is to advance the understanding of the fundamental nature of the
orientation and explore some technological and scientific applications of the
phenomena. Our motivation is that an assessment of the basic mechanism(s) may
provide a better understanding of the structure and anisotropic characteristics of
polymer surfaces and the nucleation and growth of metal films on polymer surfaces.
This has been accomplished by characterizing the formation of lattice orientation at the
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Table 2.1. Summary of orientations observed by Petermann and Broza [1987].
Metal Sn Te Bi In
Axis of Metal II
[c]polymer:*
[100]Sn [001]Te [102]Bi [101]In
Substrate: Degree of oreintation**
polyethylene s s s none
polypropylene vs s vs w
poly(l-butene) vs vs vs s
isotactic polystyrene w none none w
* [c] refers to polymer chain axis.
** Degree of orientation (relative fraction of oriented crystals):
vs = very strong, s = strong, w = weak
Metals which showed no preferred orientation: Au, Zn, Ni, Co, Ge, Sb
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Sn-polymer interface as a function of the polymer crystallinity, crystallography,
morphology and the Sn deposition conditions on a large number of polymer substrates.
Primarily, the substrates were thin films of semicrystalline polymers with uniaxial
texture. These films are oriented such that the chain axis is in the plane of the film but
the orientation of the crystals is random about that axis. The surface of the polymer in
such a sample is composed of a montage of different crystal faces sharing a common
axial orientation with a matrix of amorphous polymer between the crystals. The
polymers investigated include polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), poly(l-butene)
(PB-1), poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVF2) and syndiotactic polystyrene (s-PS). PE
films with a single-crystal-like orientation were also used. In such a film the majority
of crystals have a particular orientation, and consequently, the surface is made up of
different crystals with a particular crystal face exposed.
These systems are unusual in that the orientation of the metal is not the result of
lattice matching. Rather, anisotropic topography of the surface is responsible for the
orientations. The important topographic features are related to the direction of the
chain axis. The shape anisotropy of the Sn crystals (crystal habit) may also contribute.
This indicates that features common to many semicrystalline polymers can induce
orientation in metal overgrowths and, consequentiy, play an important role in the
fosdrmation of metal-polymer interfaces.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL
.1.1 Preparation and Characteristics of Polvmer Substrates
While a variety of techniques for preparing films were used, some general
handling techniques were employed. For films which were collected on glass slides,
water or filter paper, the two film surfaces were distinguished from one another, the one
which had been in contact being referred to as the 'bottom' and the unperturbed side
referred to as the 'top'. Metals were deposited onto the top of the films except where
noted. Thin films were transferred onto grids by scoring the films into pieces (2 mm
X 2 mm), floating them onto the surface of water. The surface tension of the water aids
in detaching the film from the glass (for example in the case of a polymer which is cast
on glass) and keeps the films flat. The sections of film are then scooped up onto grids.
For many films, a thin (approximately 2-10 nm) film of carbon was deposited onto the
bottom side to improve on the stability of the film when exposed to the electron beam.
3.1.1 Amorphous Films
Several amorphous films, summarized in table 3.1, were examined. Isotropic
films of atactic polystyrene (a-PS) were prepared by spreading a drop of 0.1 wt %
solutions of 250,000 g/mol a-PS in toluene onto glass slides. After the films dried, they
were transferred (as described above) to copper TEM grids. Cellulose acetobutyrate
films (Triafol) were prepared in a similar fashion. Oriented a-PS films were prepared
by drawing thin films from a dilute (0.5 wt%) solution in xylene cast on a heated glass
plate (approximately 100 ^C), with a draw ratio of approximately 5-8 times.
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3.1.2 Uniaxial Films
The uniaxial polymer thin films were prepared according to the technique of
Petermann and Gohil [Petermann and Gohil, 1979]. Solutions of the polymers
(typically 0.5 wt. %) were spread on glass plates heated to temperatures between the
melting point of the polymer and the dissolution temperature of the polymer in the
solvent. As the polymer concentration increases due to solvent evaporation, the
solution develops some mechanical strength, probably due to gelation [Brady and
Thomas, 1988]. Subsequently, films can be pulled vertically off the glass. As the film
is pulled from the glass surface it is cooled rapidly and crystallizes with a strong
uniaxial orientation. The films were collected on wet filter paper, cut into 3mm pieces,
and transferred to copper TEM grids. The solvent and temperature used for drawing
films are listed in table 3.2 as well as the notation used for uniaxial films, "u-X" where
X is the polymer abbreviation (e.g. uniaxial polyethylene is referred to as u-PE).
The film thickness was estimated from the interference of visible light
(indicating an upper limit in thickness) and inelastic electron scattering to be on the
order of 20 to 100 nm. The crystal habit ( as determined by brightfield images) and the
crystallographic modification are also listed in table 3.2. -
Examples of the polymer film morphologies and their corresponding diffraction
patterns are provided in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 provides schematic representations
distinguishing the morphology of semicrystalline polymers with fibrillar and lamellar
crystal habits.
Diffraction from the films indicated that the orientation is predominantly
uniaxial about the chain axis. The distribution of orientations around the chain axis in
PE films was investigated via diffi-action from samples tilted about the chain axis. The
diffraction indicates, as has been previously observed [Brady and Thomas, 1988; Yang
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Table 3.1. Amorphous substrates and their designations.
Substrate Preparation Designation
atactic polystyrene cast /isotropic aPS
atactic polystyrene drawn film u-aPS
amorphous carbon vapor deposition C
amorphous SiO vapor deposition SiO
cellulose acetobutyrate cast Triafol
Table 3.2. Preparation, characteristics and designation of uniaxial polymer films.
Polymer
Preparation Resulting Characteristics
Solvent T(draw)
OC
Habit Crystal
Structure
Modification
Designation
Polyethylene Xylene 120 Lamellar Orthorhombic u-PE
Polypropylene Xylene 140 Fibrillar alpha u-PP
Xylene 200 Fibrillar beta u-bPP
Poly(l-Butene) Xylene 120 Fibrillar u-PBl
syndotactic
Polystyrene
Toluene 105 Lamellar Form I u-sPS
Poly (vinylidene
floride)
Cyclo-
hexanone
135 Lamellar alpha U-PVF2
* Prepared By J. Petermann.
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Figure 3.1. Brightfield images of uniaxial polymer films.
A) an-u-PE
B) u-PE
C) u-sPS
D) u-PBl
E) u-PP
F) an-u-PP
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Crystalline
^ Amorphous
Figure 3.2. Schematic representations of lamellar and fibrillar crystal habits.
A) Lamellar habit
B) Fibrillar habit
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and Thomas, 1984], that the films are not strictly fiber symmetric, rather tending
towards a single-crystal-like texture with (010) parallel to the external film surface.
Films containing the pseudohexagonal beta-PP crystal modification were
prepared by pulling the film from a glass slide at 200 ^C, rather than 140 for alpha-
PP (J. Petermann, Y. Xu, J. mat sci, in press).
3.1.3 Modified Uniaxial Films
Additional substrates produced by modifying uniaxial films are summarized in
table 3.3. Annealing by floating films on glycerol in an oven was used to modify
several polymers. PE films were annealed (128 ^C, 2 hr) to increase the crystallinity
and to hopefully better define the topography of the surfaces corresponding to the shape
of the crystals and the noncrystalline regions (compare Figure 3.1 A (annealed PE) with
Figure 3.1 B (unannealed). PP films were transformed from a fibrillar to a lamellar
habit upon annealing for 2 hr at 140 according to a technique of Shultz and
Petermann [1984]. Diffraction indicates that the films are predominantly alpha-PP
before and after annealing.
Films were also modified by depositing a thin carbon or SiO film on the surface
onto which Sn was to be subsequently deposited. These amorphous coatings were
applied by vapor deposition onto the samples which were on a rotating stage 18 cm
from the source. The axis about which the stage was rotated during deposition (which
is perpendicular to the polymer substrates) was tilted approximately 10^ from directly
facing the source. The combination of tilting and rotating the stage is intended to
provides a continuous and uniform coating, minimizing any 'shadowing' effect which
would leave portions of the sample surface uncoated.
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3.1.4 Additional Polymer Substrates
Additional polymer substrates, their crystal habit and designation are listed in
table 3.4. Single-crystal-like PE films were prepared by a technique similar to that of
Lotz and Wittman [Wittman, et al., 1983; Moss et al„ 1985] in which PE is crystallized
epitaxially onto benzoic acid. Thin PE films on carbon support films covered with
benzoic acid are melted and recrystallized. Benzoic acid crystallizes from the melt into
long platelets with large (001) facets, onto which PE crystallizes with a (lOO)pg contact
plane and [001]pgll[100]g^. The benzoic acid is subsequendy removed, leaving the
crystals in the PE film with a common chain axis orientation and the (100) plane
parallel to the free surface.
Brightfield and darkfield images and electron diffraction patterns of (lOO)PE are
presented in Figure 3.3. Electron diffraction from the samples at normal incidence is
dominated by a 020p^ reflection normal to the 002pjg reflection (Figure 3.3c). Tilting
34^ about an axis parallel to the [002]pg brings the (llO)pg planes into a diffracting
condidon. This indicates that the orientation is predominantly a single-crystal-like
texture with the (lOO)pg. planes parallel to the external surface. A variety of other
reflections are faintly observed in the patterns which have not been fully explained but
correspond to only a small fracdon of the sample. This strong single-crystal-like
texture makes these samples ideal substrates for investigating the orientadon of
deposited metals.
110 darkfield micrographs have been obtained from samples tilted as described
above by using an aperture to form an image predominantly from electrons scattered
from (1 10) planes (Figure 3.3 B). The darkfield micrographs confirm that the single-
crystal-like texture is dominant and indicate that the PE lamellae are 20-40 nm thick
and as much as several micrometers wide in the plane of the film perpendicular to the
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Table 3.3. Modifications to uniaxial polymer films,
resulting characteristics and designations.
Initial film Modification Primary changes
to film
Habit Designation
u-PE Annealed
2hr(5) 128
^
—
texture of surface Lamellar an-u-PE
u-PP Annealed
2hr@ 140
changed
crystal habit
Lamellar an-u-PP
u-PE Thin coadng
of Carbon
Lamellar u-PEwC
u-PB-1 masked fine
topographic
details and
heterogeneities
in y
Fibrillar u-PB-1wC
u-PE Thin coadng
of SiO
Lamellar u-PEwSiO
u-PB-I
M
Fibrillar u-PB-lwSiO
Table 3.4. Additional polymer substrates and their designations.
Polymer Film Preparation Structure Habit Designation
Polyethylene Epitaxially
grown on
benzoc acid.
SCL texture with
(100) II surface
Lamellar (100) PE
Polyethylene Solution
Grown
single crystals with
fold surface exposed
Fibrillar
Poly (ethylene
oxide)
Solution Cast Fibrillar
Poly (benzo
bisthiazole)
Detatchment
replication
Fracture surfaces II
chain axis
Equiaxial PBZT
Poly
diacetylene
Detatchment
replication
Fracture surface of
single crystals grown
by Fan [1990]
Needles PDA
Oh
Oo
CO
1^
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chain axis. This large lateral size of the crystals is quite unusual and indicates a very
low ratio of the nucleation rate relative to the crystallization rate.
3.2 Deposition of Sn
Sn was deposited onto the polymer samples by vapor deposition in a Balzers
BAE 080 vacuum chamber by resistive heating in tungsten baskets at 10'^ to 10'"^ mbar
(typically 2x10"^ +/- 2). All substrates (samples) were covered during the first several
seconds of deposition (while on the order of about 1/4 to 1/3 of the Sn evaporated) to
reduce the level of outgassing during deposition onto the substrates. The deposition
chamber is presented schematically in Figure 3.4. Source to substrate distance was
typically 20 cm. Substrates were maintained at temperatures between -100 and 240
during deposition (typically 20-80 ^C) by thermal contact with an aluminium stage
outfitted with electrical heaters and copper tubing for gas or liquid cooling (see Figure
3.4). When depositing onto substrates cooler than room temperature, a liquid trap
was used to reduce the extent to which cooling would condense contaminants onto the
substrate. Deposition rate and film thickness were monitored with a quartz crystal
thickness monitor (QCTM). Deposition rate and nominal film thickness (average
assuming even coverage) were in the range of 0.02-5 nm/sec and 3 to 80 nm
respectively.
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MECHANICAL
FEEDTHROUGH
METAL
DEPOSITION
FLANGE
TUNGSTEN
BASKET
SAMPLE STAGE
THERMOCOUPLES
HEATER
SAMPLE FLANGE^
ELECTRICAL
FEEDTHROUGH
ELECTRICAL
FEEDTHROUGHS
SOURCE
METAL
COPPER
PIPE
24 ^C
TEMPERATURE
OUTPUT
SHUTTER
SAMPLES
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
HOLDER
0 nm
THICKNESS
OUTPUT
NITROGEN
CIRCULATION
Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of vacuum chamber used for deposition of metals
onto polymer substrates.
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3.3 Analysis
3.3.1 Electron Microscopy
The thin films were examined by TEM and electron diffraction using a JEOL
100 CX operated at 100 KeV and a JEOL 2000 FX operated at 200 KeV. Care was
taken to minimize electron beam damage for micrographs and diffraction patterns. In
particular, PP and PB-1 were very sensitive to irradiation ( the crystalline habit became
undetectable with approximately 10% of the critical dose of PE). Micrographs of these
materials were obtained on the 100 CX by reducing the magnification to less than 5,000
X, underfocusing to maximize phase contrast, turning off the electron beam, translating
the sample to a non-irradiated area, and simultaneously turning the electron beam on
and opening the camera shutter.
Darkfield microscopy provides images of the spatial arrangement of material
which is scattering electrons at a particular solid angle. This is done by placing an
aperture in the back focal plane of the objective lens, which is equivalent to the
diffraction plane. This aperture is used to permit only electrons scattered at the selected
solid angle to contribute to the image.
3.3.2 Electron Diffraction
Crystallographic textures and their orientations were determined by the relative
location and intensity of diffraction spots at normal incidence (sample perpendicular to
the incident electron beam) and as a function of sample dlt using the goniometer stage.
All crystals were sufficiently thin that the scattering was predominandy kinematic
(thickness less than the mean free path for electrons of the incident wavelength).
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Consequently, the diffraction from a given reflection for a given orientation provides a
volumetric measure of the amount of material with a given orientation (the intensity is
proportional to V ). Therefore the orientation distribution can be determined from
diffraction patterns of samples which were tilted about specific axes by using a
tilt-rotate stage. The procedure consists of comparing the observed diffraction with that
predicted for given orientations. Polar orientations were indicated by disproportionate
intensity of particular diffraction rings at normal incidence and discrete arcs in the
patterns at characteristic locations as a function of tilt about an arbitrary axis in the
plane of the film. Azimuthal orientations are indicated by discrete arcs in the
diffraction pattern at normal incidence . If the intensity and location of off-axis
diffraction spots is insensitive to tilt about a specific axis, then the texture is uniaxial
(no preferential polar orientation) and the tilt axis is the axis of uniaxial symmetry. A
change in intensity of diffraction spots without a change in position for tilt about a
specific axis indicates a non-uniform distribution of orientations about the tilt axis.
Single-crystal-like textures are characterized by discrete spots all of which are very
sensitive to tilt about any axis which is not parallel to the scattering vector of the
particular reflection (i.e. parallel to the vector between the central beam and the
diffraction spot). The procedure used for characterizing multiple textures is the same as
for single textures except that many more reflections need to be considered in order to
distinguish between possible explanations of the textures.
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three approaches were utilized in studying the Sn deposited on polymer
substrates. The first was to look for correlations in phenomena observed on a number
of different polymer surfaces. The second was to probe the importance of specific
attributes of the polymer substrates by modifying the surfaces. The results of these two
approaches will be presented in section 4.1. The third approach was to vary the
deposition conditions of the Sn in order to learn what conditions and features of the
deposited layer were correlated with oriented overgrowths, the results of which will be
presented in section 4.2.
4.1 Orientation as a Function of Polvmer Substrate
An important prerequisite to discussing the data is an explanation of the
orientations observed and the nomenclature used in discussing them. The orientation of
crystals in an overgrowth can be described in terms of preferential polar and azimuthal
orientations. Polar orientation refers to the preferential orientation of a crystallographic
plane of the overgrowth parallel to the overgrowth/substrate interface, and is referred to
as a preferential contact plane. Azimuthal orientation refers to a preferential orientation
of the overgrowth in the plane of the overgrowth/substrate interface. An overgrowth
with only a polar or only an azimuthal orientation has a uniaxial texture. A key to the
schematic representation used in this work is provided in Figure 4.1. The predominant
orientations observed for Sn on polymer substrates include both polar, azimuthal, and
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A) Single-Crystal-Like
B) Uniaxial
(With Uniaxial axis in plane of film)
- Referred to as preferential azimuthal orientation*
C) Uniaxial
(With Uniaxial axis perpendicular to plane of film)
Referred to as preferential polar orientation
or Preferential Contact Plane
Figure 4.1. Key to schematic representations of orientations used in this work.
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single-crystal-like textures. The nomenclature used for discussing the specific textures
observed for Sn on polymers is presented schematically in Figure 4,2.
A summary of the results of Sn depositions as a function of the polymer
substrate is provided in table 4.1. Subsets of data extracted from these table will be
presented as the results are discussed.
Amorphous carbon, acetobutyrate and amorphous polystyrene films (oriented
and isotropic) were chosen as controls. On each of these materials a significant fraction
of the Sn (sometimes > 90 %) crystallized with a (100)^^ preferential contact plane,
resulting in a [lOOJ^^^ polar orientation. Figure 4,3 provides examples of diffraction
from Sn deposited onto aPS films with and without a polar orientation. At normal
incidence (electron beam perpendicular to substrate) and the diffraction pattern from
the oriented sample (Figure 4.3 A) is isotropic, indicating the absence of any azimuthal
orientation. The polar orientation can be identified by the disproportionately high
intensity of 200^^ and 101^^ reflections in the oriented sample (Figure 4.3 A) relative
to those in a pattern from an unoriented sample (Figure 4.3 B), suggesting a population
of crystals with a [100] polar orientation. The polar orientation can be determined by
tilting the sample, as in Figures 4.3 B, C and D. In Figure 4.3 B the diffraction pattern
is isotropic despite being tilted about an arbitrary axis, indicating that the Sn particles
have no preferential orientation. The discrete arcs in Figures 4.3 B and C are due to the
diffraction from particles with a preferential contact plane. Tlie position of these
reflections as a function of tilt indicate which orientations are present and provide an
indication of the degree of orientation (the unoriented fraction of Sn results in isotropic
rings on which the discrete arcs are located and is such a small fraction in the example
provided as to not be observable in the prints of the patterns). This polar orientation
was observed on aPS over a broad range of deposition rates (0.5 to 8 nm/sec) and
thicknesses (4 to 25 nm).
A) (100) I I Interface
Referred to as PCP
B) [100]Sn I I [OOllPolymer.
Referred to as Ul.
C) [100]Sn I I [001] Polymer
(OlO)Sn I I Interface
Referred to as SI
D) [001]Sn I I [001] Polymer
(OlO)Sn I I Interface
Referred to as S2
Figure 4.2. Specific orientations of Sn observed on polymer substrates.
Table 4.1. Orientation of Sn on unaixial polymer substrates.
Polymer Film Sn Orientation*
(100)
PCP
Ul SI S2
u-PE s m m
u-PP s m m
u-bPP s w
u-rBl s s s
u-sPS w w w
U-PVF2 w w
u-anPE s m m
n-anPR-lU ai li X> 1 s s w
u-anPP s m w
u-PEwC s
uPB-lwC s
u-PEwSiO w
u-PB-lwSiO w
(lOO)PE s w s
sc-PE s
sc-PEO w
PBZT
PDA
Magnitude of the orientation represents qualitative estimations of the
volume fraction of oriented particles typical of the
strongest orientations seen on the particular type of substrate.
S = strong, M = medium, W = weak
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The presence of a preferred contact plane, which was observed on most
polymers, has been observed for Sn on other substrates [Preece, et al., 1969]. This is
attributed to the surface energy anisotropy of Sn, (100) being the crystal face with the
lowest surface free energy. This indicates that the surface free energy anisotropy
strongly influences the orientation of Sn crystallized under these growth conditions on
these polymer substrates.
Figure 4.4 provides typical examples of diffraction patterns from PB-1 films
with Sn overgrowths demonstrating predominantly Ul (Fig. 4.4 A) and SI (Fig. 4.4 B)
textures. The diffraction from the 200„ and lOU reflection for the Ul and SI
Sn Sn
textures is represented schematically in Figure 4.5 A and B respectively. Typical of Sn
on the polymers investigated (except where noted), the intensity of the isotropic
component of the diffraction (in particular 220^^ and 211^^ reflections relative to the
301o reflection) indicates that the majority of material which does not have a
preferential azimuthal orientation has a (100) preferential contact plane.
On most samples more than one preferential orientation was observed. This can
be seen in a typical example of diffraction from Sn on u-PE (Figure 4.6 A). Here both
Ul and S2 textures can be seen, as represented schematically in Figure 4.5 C. This is
also observed for Sn deposited onto u-sPS (Figure 4.6 B). In this case the fraction of
crystals with an S2 texture is significantly less than those with a Ul texture, and
consequently, the intensity of the discrete arcs resulting from these two textures is
different and aids in determining which texture each reflection is associated with.
The orientations of Sn on u-PP and an-u-PP varied somewhat from sample to
sample but generally consisted of a strong Ul texture and a weaker SI texture (Fig. 4.7
A andB). On one sample produced in another deposition chamber (A Denton
diffusion pump system used in some initial studies) an orientation with a [30 1]^^
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Figure 4.5. Schematic representations of diffraction patterns
from oriented Sn overgrowths.
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uniaxial axis was observed. On u-bPP only a very weak Ul orientation was observed
(Fig. 4.7 C).
Table 4.2 shows the orientation of Sn as a function of substrate crystallography.
Each specific azimuthal orientation is seen on several different substrates with quite
different crystallographies. For example, the S2 texture is observed on u-PE, u-sPS and
U-PVF2. The crystallographies of the polymer substrates do not share common lattice
spacings in a direction either parallel or perpendicular to the chain axis, let alone a
lattice spacing which is commensurate with a spacing in the (100)„ plane, the plane
which is parallel to the metal-polymer interface. The occurrence of the same Sn
orientation relative to the chain axis independent of crystallography indicates that the
metal orientation is definitely not the result of lattice matching.
The fact that PP can be transformed from one crystal habit (fibrillar) to another
Gamellar) upon annealing [Schultz, Petermann 1984] provided an opportunity to assess
the role of topography related to the crystal habit. While both substrates had the same
crystallography, the shape of the crystals in the fibrillar habit is elongated parallel to the
chain axis, and perpendicular for the lamellar case (see Figure 3.1). Sn deposited onto
both fibrillar and lamellar PP substrates shows the Ul texture, although the fraction of
oriented crystals was much smaller on the lamellar films. The relative intensity of the
100„ reflections, perpendicular to the chain axis and at 62^ from the chain axis,
suggests that the Ul texture is not completely fiber symmetric, with a weak tendency
towards an SI texture (but weaker than was typical of u-PP samples). A weak bias in
the distribution of crystals about the uniaxial axis of the Ul texture towards an SI
texture was also observed on some annealed samples but was not considered significant.
Assuming that the surface topography has been transformed by the annealing, this
indicates that the topography resulting from the crystal habit is not the source of the
uniaxial Sn textures (Ul and U2). This interpretation is supported by the results of
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Table 4.2. Orientation of Sn as a function of polymer crystallography.
Polymer
Film
Predominant Crystal Structure
Lattice dimensions and
chain conformation*
(dimensions in Angstroms)
Sn Orientation**
CI 00^
PCP
Ul SI
u-PE Orthorhombic:
a= 7.41,b=4.95, c=2.56
1*2/1 helix (planar zi^-zag)
c 111 III
u-PP a form (Monoclinic):
a= 6.66, b=20.78, c=6.495,
p=99.620, 2*3/1 helix
S m m
u-bPP P form:
2*3/1 helix
S w
u-PBl form II (Tetragonal):
a = b = 14.85, c = 20.6,
2*11/3 helix
S S s
u-sPS Form II:
2*3/1 helix
w w w
U-PVF2 a form (form II, Orthorhombic):
a = 4.96,b= 9.65, c = 4.62,
TGTG-
w w
* [Wunderlich, 1973], [Hasegawa, et al., 1972] and [Petermann, et al., 1990]
** Magnitude of the orientation represents qualitative estimations of the
volume fraction of oriented particles typical of the
strongest orientations seen on the particular type of substrate.
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other substrates, as indicated in table 4.3 in which the orientation of Sn is presented as a
function of polymer crystal habit.
Several experiments have indicated that the characteristics of the polymer
responsible for the orientation of the metal are related to direct communication of Sn
with the crystal lattice of the polymer. Table 4.4 summarizes these observations. Sn
deposited onto PE and PB-1 films with a thin (5 nm thick) coating of amorphous SiO or
C, did not demonstrate any preferred azimuthal orientation. Such overlayers would be
expected to 'mask' the crystallography of the substrate, change the surface free energy
and smooth out atomic scale topography. The Sn deposited onto these films did not
show any preferential azimuthal orientation. The formation of a (100)^^ preferential
contact plane was observed, as on carbon and a-PS samples, indicating that the
influence of surface energy anisotropy is similar for Sn on carbon coated polymers and
those polymers demonstrating azimuthal orientations. The absence of any azimuthal
orientation for the carbon coated polymer samples indicates that the orientation is not
due to artificial epitaxy on topographic features with dimensions sufficiently large as to
be accurately replicated by the carbon overlayer (i.e. features approximately 1-5 nm).
Experiments were conducted in which PE films were exposed to electron
irradiation prior to deposition of Sn to asses the importance of periodic order on the
atomic scale of the polymer surface. Exposing PE to electron irradiation degrades the
crystallinity, predominantly due to cross-linking reactions (also chain scission and mass
loss can occur). Exposing the polymer films to a dose approximately 1/2 to 2/3 of that
required to completely destroy the crystallinity, can suppress the preferential azimuthal
Sn orientation. An example of this is provided in Figure 4.8. The presence of a
[100]^^ polar orientation irrespective of dose is interpreted as indicating that any
modification to the surface free energy of the substrates by electron irradiation was
negligible.
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Table 4.3. Orientation of Sn as a function of Polymer Crystal Habit.
r^oiynier
rlini
crystal Haoit Sn Orientation**
(100)
PCP
Ul SI S2
u-PB-1 Fibrillar d s s
u-PP tl s m m
u-bPP II s w
u-anPP Lamellar s m w
u-PE tl s m m
(lOO)PE II s w s
u-sPS II w w w
U-PVF2 II w w
** Magnitude of the orientation represents qualitative estimations of the
volume fraction of oriented particles typical of the
strongest orientations seen on the particular type of substrate.
Table 4.4. Orientation of Sn as a function of Crystallinity.
Polymer Film Modification Sn Orientation**
(100)
PCP
Azimuthal Sn
Orientation
sPS, isotactic PS* none yes Ul, SI
oriented aPS oriented amorphous yes none
uPE none yes U1,S2
II
crystallinity reduced by
electron irradiation
yes none
uPB-l,uPE none yes
uPB-lw/C,
uPEw/C
polymer crystals 'masked'
by amorphous overlayers
yes
uPB-lw/SiO,
uPEw/SiO
polymer crystals 'masked'
by amorphous overlayers
no
* Results from Petermann and Broza [1987]
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Sn deposited onto oriented a-PS films (draw ratio approximately 5-7x) also did
not show any preferential azimuthal orientation. This indicates that a modest
orientation of an amorphous component (similar to the intercrystalline amorphous
component of semicrystalline polymers) is not sufficient to induce an azimuthal
orientation in the Sn. The combination of these results suggest that either the presence
of crystalline lattice and/or molecular scale topography related to the crystalline lattice
is a necessary condition for the orientation.
The orientation of Sn on (lOO)PE was investigated in order to determine the
lattice mismatch for a particular well defined crystallographic plane of the substrate
with a plane of Sn for a specific orientation. For the principal orientation of Sn found
on (lOO)PE this is given by:
(01 10)5^1 (loo)pg, [oollsn" [00i]pE
The lattice mismatch for this arrangement is 16% and 24% parallel and perpendicular to
the chain axis respectively. This mismatch is much larger than that which would be
expected to result in an orientation due to lattice matching (typically <7%). Thus both
the uniaxial and single crystal polymer substrates indicate that the orientation of Sn is
not due to lattice matching.
The deposition of Sn onto chain folded surfaces (both sc-PE and sc-PEO) did
not show any preferred orientations other than a [100] polar orientation on sc-PE. Sn
particles on the steps present on sc-PEO samples due to growth spirals were also
examined but did not demonstrate any orientation.
PBZT and PDA were examined as potential substrates for work at or above the
melting point of Sn (232 ^C). Sn deposited onto samples of PBZT and PDA prepared
by detachment replication (substrates at 80 ^C) did not show any azimuthal orientation.
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4.2 Orientation and Morphology vs. Deposition Conditions
The morphology of vapor deposited Sn on polymer substrates was found to vary
with nominal thickness and deposition rate of the Sn. The brightfield micrographs in
Figure 4.9 demonstrate the range of morphologies commonly observed as a function of
nominal thickness. Two additional samples are shown (Figure 4,10) which depict other
characteristics common to many samples. Throughout the range of thickness (3 to 60
nm) and rate of deposition (0.5-5 nm/sec) investigated, the films grow as islands. Small
particles (< approximately 30 nm) are typically single crystals, circular in projection,
which do not show facets (Figure 4.9 A). As the particles increase in size, they become
more platelike and may be faceted or anisotropic in shape. The fraction of faceted
crystals vary from sample to sample, typically being higher at higher deposition
temperatures and intermediate thicknesses. An example of a sample with a large
fraction of faceted crystals is presented in Figure 4.10 A. The facets which are
observed are (100)^^, (001)^^, and (lOl)^^^ planes (Figure 4.10 A, labels i, j, k
respectively). Larger particles (> approximately 500 nm) may be faceted but are more
likely to have irregular shapes and are often not single crystals. An example of
asymmetric shapes is seen in Figure 4.10 B. The particles are elongated parallel to the
lamellae which is also predominantly the [100]^^ direction. All but the smallest
particles are platelike, typically having rather flat tops and a height that is l/5th to
1/lOth their width, the ratio typically increasing as the Sn thickness increases.
Generally, there was an extremely broad distribution of particle sizes, particularly for
higher deposition rate and greater thickness of Sn.
Particle number density was a decreasing function of thickness throughout the
range of deposition rate and thickness examined. An example of the number density as
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Figure 4.10. Brightfield TEM images of Sn deposited onto polymer substrates.
A) Sn deposited onto uPB-1
(T=24 *^C, rate = 1 nm/sec, nominal thickness = 60 nm),
B) Sn deposited onto (lOO)PE
(T = 80 ^C, rate = 2.5 nm/sec, nominal thickness = 9 nm).
Abutting arrows are drawn at the edge where the (lOO)PE ends leaving the
carbon support film exposed. Filled arrows indicate the (lOO)PE while open
arrows indicate the exposed carbon substrate.
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a function of thickness is given in Figure 4.11. This indicates that the nucleation and
nuclei growth stages are limited to nominal thickness of less than a few nm, followed
by liquid-like coalescence and growth of particles. The onset of the later stages of
coalescence, in which liquid-like coalescence was suppressed and coalescence into a
continuous film began, was observed in the thickest films deposited at slow rates. From
the change in number density of particles as a function of thickness, the fraction of
particle growth by coalescence (as opposed to adatom addition) can be estimated by the
equation
dMc = T dp(T) / p(T)2 (4.1)
dMa = dT/p(T) (4.2)
dMc / dM(total) = T dp(T) / {p(T) dT T dp(T)) (4.3)
Where M is the mass per particle, dMc is the growth due to coalescence, dMa is the
growth due to adatom capture, p(T) is the density of particles and T is the nominal Sn
thickness. This is plotted in Figure 4. 1 1 A for a linear fit to the density of islands in
Figure 4.11 B. The observation that such a large fraction of material added to the
growing crystals is a result of coalescence, indicates that any influence liquid-like
coalescence has on the orientation is an important factor.
Decoration (ordering of particles along topographic features) was observed on
many samples (see Figure 4.10 B for example). This is to be expected, as decoration of
crystals is common for vapor deposited metal overgrowths on semicrystalline polymer
substrates (e.g. at crystal-amorphous boundaries and at crystal defects) [Wunderlich,
1972]. The amount of decoration varied considerably. There was no discernable
correlation between the extent of decoration with the fraction of oriented Sn particles.
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A.
Number Density of Sn Particles on PB-1 vs. Thickness of Sn
1E+11 T
Number of ^^+^0
Particles per
unit area,
#/cm'^2 1E+09 -
1E+08 H h
10 20 30 40 50
Nominal Sn Thickness, nm
60
B. Fraction of Particle Growth by Coalescence vs. Thickness of
Sn
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
Fraction of 0.6
Growth by 0.5
Coalescence 0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
10 20 30 40
Nominal Sn Thickness, nm
50 60
Figure 4.11. Coalescence of Sn particles.
A) Density of Sn particles
vs. thickness of Sn overgrowth on PB-1 substrates(80 C).
B) Calculated estimate of fraction of particle growth by coalescence
vs. thickness of Sn overgrowth.
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The dependence of the orientation of Sn as a function of substrate temperature,
rate of deposition and thickness was investigated. Because the influence of these
variables was observed in preliminary experiments, not to be independent of one
another, a matrix of samples were examined. In order to maintain a constant rate for a
number of samples, the samples were prepared simultaneously, a shutter being used to
control the thickness on each sample independently. Figure 4.12 A shows the samples
prepared for the matrix experiment at 24 ^C. The fraction of Sn with an azimuthal
orientation, estimated from electron diffraction, is presented in Figure 4.12 B. It can be
seen that there is apparently a large degree of scatter in the data, but there is a general
trend of stronger orientation at higher rates of deposition, especially in thicker films.
There is also a trend of stronger orientation as the thickness increases for films at the
higher rates of deposition. At 80 *^C, the 'scatter' in the fraction of oriented crystals is
even more pervasive, without any clear trends being demonstrated. However,
compared to the results at 24 *^C, the higher substrate temperature tends to result in a
higher fraction of oriented Sn.
The development of orientation of Sn on PB-1 substrates as a function of the
nominal Sn thickness demonstrates a transition in orientation. At low thickness (e.g. 5
nm as in Figure 4.4 A and the corresponding brightfield image 4.9 A) the orientation is
dominated by a Ul texture. As the film thickness increases, the orientation becomes
dominated by an SI texture (as in Figure 4.4 B and the corresponding brightfield image
4.10 C). This trend was observed at 24 throughout the range of rates examined.
Figure 4.12 C is a plot of the relative strength of the SI to Ul texture for the series of
samples in Figure 4.12 A. A similar transition in the Sn / PE system was not observed.
The observation that the fraction of oriented Sn increased in some samples with
increasing thickness indicates that particles with a preferential orientation are growing
at the expense of randomly oriented particles. For example, as demonstrated in Figure
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Figure 4. 12. Orientation of Sn on PB-1 at 24 as a function of rate of
deposition
nominal Sn thickness.
A) Rate and thickness of samples prepared.
B) Relative fraction of oriented Sn.
C) Relative fraction of SI to Ul texture.
4.4, a sample which had no preferential 'SI* texture at an early stage of growth
developed this texture as the growth continued. This indicates, at least for the single-
crystal-like textures, that this is a growth controlled process, and not the result of
preferential nucleation. This is supported by the observation that conditions which
favor decoration (preferential nucleation on topographic features) do not enhance the
degree of orientation.
Some interesting effects of substrate temperature were also observed. Both
upper and lower limits are observed to the substrate temperature range over which
orientation of the Sn results for 'standard' deposition conditions (-7 nm Sn at 1-3
nm/sec). Cooling PB-1 substrates to -50 and s-PS substrates to -100 completely
suppresses the orientation of Sn overgrowths. This is not unusual, as a minimum in the
temperature range over which epitaxial relationships are observed is quite common
[Pashley, 1956]. This lower limit of substrate temperature is not correlated with the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymers (100 and 24 for s-PS and u-
PB-1 respectively). No distinct change in morphology was observed at the low
temperatures which could be related to the suppression of Sn orientation. Heating s-PS
to 180 during Sn deposition also suppresses orientation, indicating that a maxima in
substrate temperature, which results in an oriented overgrowth can also exist. The
observation of an upper bound to the formation of an oriented overgrowth is unusual.
This may indicate that a change in the surface such as surface melting, surface
reconstruction or a transition to a conformationally disordered ('codis') state at the
surface occurs. A more likely interpretation is that the substrate temperature changes
the growth conditions sufficiently to eliminate any competitive advantage for particles
of a particular orientation. For example, at higher temperatures the decrease in the rate
of primary nucleation should result in a smaller initial density of particles per unit area.
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reducing the fraction of growth by coalescence which (as discussed later) is potentially
important in the development of textures in the overgrowth.
The highest fraction of oriented particles observed is presented in Figure 4.13.
Here a very strong SI texture is present. As will be discussed later, the fraction of Sn
with an azimuthal orientation was observed to vary from substrate to substrate. The
polymer with the largest cross-sectional areas per chain (perpendicular to [001]), u-PB-
1, was observed to foster strong orientations, u-PP somewhat less, and u-PE and u-
PVF2 lesser still. The results for s-PS are not consistent with this trend. However, the
very complicated packing of sPS may result in a more disordered or reconstructed
surface.
4.3 Overview of Necessary Conditions for the Crovyth of Oriented Films
Identifying the necessary conditions leading to orientation is critical to
developing plausible models. One contribution of this work is the development of a
general methodology for delineating the necessary conditions for the development of a
preferred orientation in any oriented growth and for artificial epitaxy in particular. It is
proposed that the development of an orientation, whether by artificial epitaxy or by any
other mechanism, requires three elements: anisotropy of the material which is to be
oriented, a geometrical constraint (anisotropy of the environment; in the case of
artificial epitaxy the substrate surface) and a mechanism for the two to interact (e.g.
influencing the relative rate of nucleation or crystallization as a function of orientation).
This approach is applicable to a wide variety of problems in the formation of oriented
structures and serves as a framework for their investigation. Examples of both
observed and plausible conditions are presented in table 4.5.
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Table 4.5. Potential mechanisms for the formation of an orientated overgrowth.
Anisotropy-of metal Anisotropy-of
environment /
polymer substrate
Mechanism-of Interaction
Growth rate Spatial distribution of
particles (e.g. in rows
due to decoration on
crystals)
Growth of particles by
impingement
Anisotropy of grain
boundary growth
Spatial distnbution of
particles (e.g. in rows
due to decoration on
crystals)
Growth of particles by
impingement
Growth rate Adatom flux growth from adatoms
Growth rate Thermal conductivity growth from adatoms
(concentration
influenced by local
surface temperature)
Surface free energy Topography
(such-as steps)
Competitive nucleation
Surface free energy Topography
(such-as steps)
Growth rate dependent on
dG/dn (i.e. related to the
vapor pressure
of the particle)
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4.4 Models of Orientation Development of Sn deposited onto Polymers
The general model proposed in the previous section provides the means for
developing a number of specific potential models for the Sn/polymer system.
Anisotropic growth rates, grain growth rates, and surface energy, are all factors with the
potential to couple with appropriate anisotropics of the substrate such as adatom flux
rate, distribution of nucleating sights, thermal conductivity, or topography (see table
4.5 for example).
A key distinction between these models, which can be tested against the
experimental data, is to compare the azimuthal orientation distribution which each
model should produce with that which is observed experimentally (from the radial
intensity distribution of, for example, the 200^^ reflection). The model for the
development of orientation due to anisotropic growth rates of the Sn, coupled with
anisotropic material flux to the growing crystal on the substrate, can be predicted. To
calculate an upper limit to the azimuthal specificity of orientation, it was assumed that
adatoms only travel in one direction (the maximum anisotropic flux possible) and that
the anisotropy in growth rate, expressed as the probability that an impinging adatom
will be incorporated into the growing particle, is related to the cosine of the angle
between the fastest growth direction and the normal to the surface (a maximum
assuming no desorption of atoms from the growing crystal, growth only from the
adatom diffusing on the substrate, and that the capture rate relates to the fraction of
vicinal facets of the fastest growing plane for a cubic crystal). This model represents as
high a specificity for growth of an oriented overgrowth due to anisotropic Sn mass flux
/ preferential growth direction as is realistically plausible. The growth rate for this
model is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the fastest growth direction of
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a particle and the fastest direction of adatom diffusion on the surface. This would result
in an angular distribution of the maxima in the diffraction pattern which would be given
1/2by (cosine (phi))
,
where phi is the azimuthal angle with respect to the fastest growth
direction. This is depicted graphically for the 200^^ reflection in Figure 4.14 A
(electron beam normal to the substrate).
The observed angular distribution, qualitatively represented in Figure 4.14 B, is
distinctly different from that of the previous model. In fact, the very narrow angular
breadth in the distribution observed in the early stages of film growth (see Figure 4.4
A) indicates that only particles within a very narrow range of misalignment to the chain
axis are growing preferentially. Each of the mentioned potential models in table 4.5
would be expected to have significantly less angular specificity than indicated by the
data, except for surface energy anisotropy coupled with anisotropic surface topography.
The angular selectivity imposed by topography is difficult to quantify, as it varies with
substrate surface energy as well as the anisotropy of both interfacial energy and surface
energy of the particle and the size of the particle. The reduction of total surface and
interfacial energy for a particle will only be significant if the particle is close to being
aligned with the substrate; for a cubic crystal at a perfect 90^ step the density of
dangling bonds (i.e the coordination number of the atoms at the surface vs. the bulk)
for an unreconstructed step is proportional to the sine of the angle of misorientation.
An example of how this would be predicted to influence the orientation of an
overgrowth has been calculated assuming the above relation, an interfacial energy given
by the geometric mean of the substrate and overgrowth surface energies, the ratio of
which is 5/3 (approximately that of Sn on a u-PBl substrate) and growth limited by
heterogeneous nucleation. The electron diffraction for this model is depicted in Figure
4.14 C.
Figure 4.14. Schematic representations of azimuthal orientation
as indicated by 200Sn diffraction.
A) Predicted scattering due to anisotropic adatom diffusion
B) Estimate of observed scattering
C) Predicted scattering due to nucleation on steps.
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Reproducibility of the fraction of oriented crystals has been a difficult issue in
this research. Apparently the degree of orientation is either a function of conditions
which are not controlled by the experimental setup (such as the makeup of residual
gasses in the chamber), very sensitive to the conditions which were held constant, or
related to the varied conditions in a non-linear way. This system does have the basic
elements characteristic of a chaotic system, including a non-linear factor; the rate of
growth by coalescence.
Based on these results, the most compelling interpretation of the results is that
artificial epitaxy occurs due to the alignment of Sn particles on steps parallel to the
chain axis. The steps are proposed to be the result of chain continuity on vicinal (hkO)
crystal faces. This model is consistent with the observations that:
- Uniaxial orientations are fixed with respect to the chain axis.
- Crystallography of the polymer substrate does not influence orientation; orientation
of Sn is not due to lattice matching.
- Intimate contact with the crystals of the substrate is important.
- The distribution of oriented crystals is very narrow, on the same order as the
distribution in orientation of the polymer chain axis. This is because the decrease in
interfacial energy of a particle due to alignment of a low energy crystal plane parallel to
a step in the substrate is very sensitive to misorientation between the low energy planes
of the particle and the substrate step).
- Sn under similar deposition conditions is very sensitive to at atomic-scale steps on
NaCl and KCl.
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As table 4.3 indicates, there is a correlation between single-crystal-like textures
of Sn and the polymer crystal habit, with 'SI' textures corresponding to substrates with
a fibrillar habit and '82' textures corresponding to substrates with a lamellar habit. The
fact that the polar orientation of the 'ST and 'S2' textures is the same preferential
contact plane observed for Sn on amorphous substrates, suggests that surface free
energy anisotropy is also an important influence in the formation of single crystal like
Sn textures. This suggests that the formation of the SI orientation from the Ul
orientation is due to competitive growth between the various crystals with a Ul texture.
This may occur because of the azimuthally oriented particles, those which also happen
to have an orientation about the uniaxial axis which minimizes their surface energy per
unit volume by being oriented with a (100) preferential contact plane growing
preferentially. The mechanism for this preferential growth can be provided, as
discussed above, by the liquid-like coalescence of Sn particles occurring as the film
thickness increases.
Unlike the case for the Ul texture, there is a correlation in the single-crystal-like
orientations of Sn and the polymer habit (SI on fibrillar samples, S2 on lamellar).
These orientations, which differ by a rotation of 90^ in the plane of the film, are
equivalent when the long axis of the crystal habits is used as the reference frame instead
of the chain axis. This is given by
[100]^^ II long axis of the polymer crystal habit
(OlO)g^ II polymer surface.
This indicates that the [lOOJ^j, ^^is prefers to grow parallel to the long axis of the
polymer crystals, suggesting that these textures are related to anisotropics on the surface
which result from the shape of the crystals. It is important to note that the lack of
azimuthal orientations on u-PEw/c and u-PB-lw/c (discussed above) suggest that the
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topography related to habit is not a sufficient condition for orientation. Therefore, this
is not interpreted as indicating that orientations develop exclusively because of the
topography related to crystal habit but rather that the substrate topography on different
size scales can influence the development of textures originating from other anisotropic
aspects of the surface.
The observation of uniaxial textures with the uniaxial axis not perpendicular to
the substrate (i.e. those other than preferential contact planes) is quite unusual. It has
been observed in systems which develop an orientation due to a preferred growth plane
aligning perpendicular to the direction from which the overgrowth material is
impinging the sample (for example Cr and Zn films [Bauer, 1964]). In the Sn/polymer
system, however, the uniaxial axis is not related to the direction from which Sn is
deposited onto the substrates. The explanation of the uniaxial nature of the orientations
is based on the proposed mechanism of artificial epitaxy on niches on the polymer
surface. As can be seen schematically (Figure 4.15) the orientation of the surfaces
which make up the steps will vary from crystal to crystal depending on the orientation
of the crystal relative to the macroscopic plane of the film and which low index planes
make up the steps. This not only suggests why uniaxial orientations are observed but
also explains why the orientations are not perfectly uniaxial, having some variation in
distribution about the principal axis. While it lies beyond the scope of this work, this
indicates that the deviation from perfectly uniaxial distributions may convey more
detailed information about the distributing of steps with particular structures on the
surface.
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\ /
Vector normal to Vector parallel to
'terrace' of step direction of niches
Figure 4.15. Orientation of steps on vicinal facets at the surface of a uniaxial polymer
film.
A) Section of film with vectors indicating the direction of the niches (parallel to
the chain axis) and the vector normal to one of the two facets of the niches.
B) View of cross-section of one particular crystal schematically representing
the niches on the surface. The square array represents the volume occupied by
individual segments of the chain.
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4.5 Role of Coalescenre
Coalescence can play a significant role in the development of orientation in
these systems. The growth of Sn under the conditions employed is characterized by an
extremely large regime of island growth during which liquid-like coalescence of
particles occurs. During liquid-like coalescence, two particles which make contact
become one single crystal with the orientation of the resulting crystal being that of one
of the two former crystals. Generally, the crystal with the lower surface energy per unit
volume (typically the larger particle) determines the resulting orientation. Figure 4. 11
provides an example of the density of particles on a typical substrate vs. deposition
thickness which demonstrates that between 5 and 50 nm thickness coalescence reduces
the density by more than 2 orders of magnitude. Consequently for thick films (e.g. 60
nm), each Sn single crystal is the result of hundreds of coalescence events and the final
orientation is the orientation of one of the initial crystals which subsequently consumed
its neighbors. Even the particles in the thinnest Sn coatings are the result of many
coalescence events. For the larger particles in Figure 4.9 A each may be the result of as
many as 5-15 generations of coalescence (upper limit estimated by assuming 50%
growth by coalescence and uniform particle size). Based on extrapolation of Figure
4. 11, the particles would be predicted to be the result of approximately 2-4 generations
of coalescence. This is a competitive process in that the final orientation of the particle
will be that of one of the two coalescing particles. Consequently, any factor influencing
the competitive advantage of particles with a particular orientation (such as surface
energy or growth rate for particles of a given orientation) will be amplified as the
oriented particles 'consume' their unoriented neighbors. Thus, the size distribution
and/or surface energy as a function of particle orientation can influence the fraction of
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material with a given orientation as the film continues to coalesce, even if any
orientation dependent growth mechanism becomes suppressed as the fihn grows.
4.6 Conclusions
By varying characteristics of the polymer substrate it was possible to correlate
the formation of oriented Sn overgrowths with particular attributes of the polymer
surfaces. Experiments on oriented amorphous PS, irradiated u-PE and u-PB-1 coated
with carbon suggest that the crystallinity of the polymers is responsible for the
characteristics which cause the orientation. However, the large lattice mismatch for Sn
on the (100) face of PE and the fact that the orientation is invariant to the particular
substrate crystallography on uniaxial substrates indicate that it is not due to lattice
matching. The orientations which are observed can be subdivided into two classes; a
semi-uniaxial orientation about the [100] which is parallel to the chain axis and a
singie-crystal-Iike orientation with a (010) contact plane and the [100]„ axis parallel
on on
to the long axis of the anisotropic shape of the polymer crystals. This indicates that the
orientation is the result of anisotropic features on the surface related to the direction of
the chain axis and the shape anisotropy of the crystals. The proposed model for this is
that the key anisotropy of the polymer surfaces are steps (as would be predicted on
vicinal (hkO) facets) and the key anisotropic feature of the Sn overgrowths is the surface
energy anisotropy. The coupling of these anisotropies in the case of the uniaxial Sn
orientation (Ul) could be by either a nucleation or growth mechanism. The single-
crystal-like orientations (SI and S2) can be attributed to the coupling of the anisotropic
features of the overgrowth and substrate by a growth mechanism because it is observed
in some cases to only exist well after the nucleation stages of film growth. A
correlation in the observed single-crystal like Sn orientations and the polymer crystal
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habit also suggests that the shape of the polymer crystals may also contribute to the
development of these textures. Liquid-like coalescence, which provides an 'amplifying
effect' to any other mechanism for preferential oriented growth, is the primary growth
mechanism in film up to at least 60 nm; consequently, this is considered to be an
important feature of these films and indicates that the very strong textures observed
may be due to factors which would otherwise result in only very limited orientation.
If, as this work suggests, liquid-like coalescence is a critical factor in achieving
high degrees of orientation then while the potential for producing large, relatively
inexpensive highly oriented metal polymer interfaces exists, but the production of
macroscopic single crystals will not be achieved. This is a consequence of the limit to
particles which can coalesce in a liquid-like manner. This model also suggest that
metal overgrowths with higher degrees of orientation will be achieved by enhancing the
anisotropy in interfacial energy (a function of the sharpness, size and shape (relative to
the Wulff surface of the metal) of the topographic features) and crystallizing under
conditions which maximize the competitive growth, such as liquid-like coalescence
(dependent on the rate of surface diffusion).
4.6.1 Future Work
In addition to some specific experiments to address artificial epitaxy at
metal/polymer interfaces, an investigation of the fundamentals of artificial epitaxy of
Sn on topographic features with a system less complicated than Sn on polymers is
proposed.
Substrates which would augment this work include:
- Polymer samples with crystals sufficiently large as to permit examination of the
orientation on the side surface of individual crystals. According to the proposed model,
Sn on a single polymer crystal should not have a uniaxial texture, but rather one or
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more single-crystal-like textures. Fracture surfaces of extended chain polyethylene
[Wunderlich, 1973] may suit this purpose.
- Polymer samples with large cross-section areas per chain. As this will affect the size
of the steps, and is correlated with the fraction of oriented crystals, 'fatter' chains would
be expected to produce Sn films with a very high degree of orientation. Poly(di-n-
hexyl silane) may be a good candidate for this.
- Polymer liquid crystals. Preliminary experiments with one thermotropic nematic
liquid crystal (see chapter 3) indicate that such substrates may orient Sn overgrowths.
This would be useful as a decoration technique for examining the local orientation of
liquid crystals at surfaces. Te, because of its anisotropic crystal habit, would also be a
good candidate for this type of application.
On a broader scale, a more fundamental study of Artificial Epitaxy would be
very appropriate at this point, given the current state of the art in deposition techniques,
recent theoretical developments (e.g. extensions of the Wulff construction to predicting
orientation dependent nucleation barriers [Taylor and Cahn, 1988] and increased
interest in alternative processes for controlling the formation of heterogeneous
interfaces. The key to this would be to create a significantly more controlled system
than vapor deposition by resistive heating of Sn onto a polymer substrate. For example;
electron beam deposition of Sn onto carbon substrates. Advantages of this system
include:
- In situ preparation of relatively chemically inert substrates; reducing the opportunity
for contaminants to collect on the surface or reactions with high energy metal atoms.
- Higher purity of deposition possible by more effectively eliminating SnO^ from the
source material.
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- Relatively simple geometric constraint; that of a flat surface.
- Very high degree of a single orientation can be achieved, as observed in this work
- Direct applicability of Taylor and Cahn's [1988] theories for texture determination,
given that surface energy anisotropy can be determined. Note that this can be done if
isolated crystals can be grown and annealed to the equilibrium morphology.
If theory can be shown to account for the behavior of Sn on carbon, then
parallel experiments to that which demonstrate that residual gasses can be used to
modify the contact plane of Sn [Preece, Wilman, 1969] could be undertaken. This
work would also serve as the experimental basis for extending the theory to steps at
surfaces, which could be subsequently examined. Specifically, the orientations
observed for Sn on alkali halides, which cannot be satisfactorily explained in terms of
the simple ideas about minimizing interfacial area, may be quite straightforwardly
explained when the total surface energy of the Sn particle is considered.
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PART n:
MICROPHASE SEPARATION OF
BLOCK COPOLYMERS AND POLYMER BLENDS
UNDER NONPLANAR SURFACE CONSTRAINTS
CHAPTER 5
INTRODUCTION
Microphase separation in block copolymers is not only of interest because of the
pronounced influence the microstructure has on the physical characteristics of such
materials, but also because these systems represent useful model systems for
investigating the physics associated with surfactant phases, phase separation and
spinodal decomposidon. Constraining the block copolymers to microphase separate
within a sphere changes the magnitude of various contributions to the free energy such
as interfacial free energy, surface free energy, and contributions due to chain
deformation energy related to the shape and size of the microdomains. Consequently,
differences between bulk morphologies and those morphologies which are a result of an
external surface constraint are useful tools in evaluating the relative significance of such
factors. Furthermore, the mathematics of surfaces, which has contributed to our
understanding of the morphology of the intermaterial dividing surface (IMDS) in block
copolymers, aids in understanding the morphologies produced in microdroplets and
their significance.
Structural transitions in polymers have been shown to be influenced by surfaces
in a number of polymer systems, for example; polymer blends (phase separation in thin
films, [Reich, Cohen, 1981; Cohen, Reich, 1981]), block copolymers [Henkee, etal.,
1988; Fredrickson, 1987] crystallization (e.g. transcrystallinity [Wunderlich, 1973] and
epitaxy [Lotz, Wittman 1989]). In this investigation the morphology which results
from microphase separation of amorphous dibiock copolymers under nonplanar surface
constraints is used to produce novel morphologies and to expand our understanding of
the physics controlling such processes.
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5.1 Nomenclature
5.1.1 Surfaces
In discussing the structures formed in block copolymers it is often useful to
consider elements of the differential geometry of the IMDS (the locus of the interface
between the two blocks). Two parameters which are useful to characterize a surface are
the mean and Gaussian curvature, locally given by:
mean curvature = H(iocal) = 2 ^^1 ^2^ ^^"^^
Gaussian curvature = G(Iqc^) = (5-2)
where and are the two principal curvatures, equal to the reciprocal of the radii of
circles which are tangent to the surface at a given point in two orthogonal planes (see
Figure 5.1). The corresponding characteristics of a surface as a whole are given by:
where H is the average mean curvature and G is the total Gaussian curvature.
The genus of a surface is a topological invariant equal to the maximum possible
number of disjointed closed cuts which do not disconnect a portion of the surface (i.e.
leave the surface in one piece). This is essentially a way of describing the number of
'holes' in a surface.
Two surfaces are defined as being parallel if for every point on one of the
surfaces, a translation of fixed magnitude along the local normal to the surface is a point
on the other surface. Parallel surfaces will not generally have the same mean curvature
(parallel planes being an exception) but will have the same Gaussian curvature. Possible
H(local) dk
H = (5-3)
(5-4)
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structures constructed of parallel surfaces can be predicted as a function of the permitted
defects. Parallel planes, for example, fill space with no defects. A single point defect
results in concentric parallel spherical surfaces, referred to herein as concentric shells.
Dupin cyclides are another family of parallel surfaces (see for example Figure 7.11),
They contain line defects, in particular one elliptical defect and one hyperbolic defect, in
a structure consisting of parallel surfaces. This structure can be visualized as a set of
nested tori around the elliptical line defect which are embedded within a series of
parallel surfaces. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
Structures which fill a volume in 3D can be composed of a spatial arrangement
of nonconnected surfaces (such as a collection of spheres on a lattice) or of a continuous
surface, referred to as an embedded surface. When a surface has a constant mean
curvature of zero (H=0) at every point on the surface, it is referred to as a minimal
surface. Examples of some triply periodic embedded minimal surfaces, referred to as
Schwarz's Primitive (P) and Diamond (D) surfaces, and the gyroid (G) surface, are given
in Figure 5.2 [Anderson, et al., 1990]. The structures shown represent lattice-
fundamental regions, i.e. that subsection of the surface which represents the basic patch
which can be translated, to create a continuous surface. The lattice-fundamental region
is produced from a subunit referred to as the fundamental surface patch, which is the
zero mean curvature surface within a specific boundary constraint. This surface patch
has the property of being the surface which, given the boundary constraints, minimizes
the surface area. The lattice fundamental region is defined by a set of surface patches
which are related by specific reflections and rotations about their straight boundaries.
'Family members' of a minimal surface refer to embedded triply periodic surfaces which
have constant nonzero mean curvature. The surfaces also have the same genus as the
minimal surface per lattice-fundamental region and the same connectivity between
lattice-fundamental regions. Such surfaces have recently been constructed and
characterized in the literature [Anderson, et al., 1990].
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Figure 5.2. Examples of triply periodic embedded minimal surfaces (Anderson, 1990).
A) Schwarz's Primitive (P) surface.
B) Schwarz's Diamond (D) surface.
C) The gyroid (G) surface.
D) Lattice fundamental region of D surface.
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5.1.2 Polymers
The following terminology will be used in describing the various polymers and polymer
segments:
bPS = block polystyrene (the polystyrene portion of a diblock)
bPD = block polydiene bPB = block polybutadiene
bPI = block poiyisoprene hPS = homopolystyrene
5.2 Background: Microphase Separation
Phase separation in homopolymer blends occurs when the entropy of mixing is
insufficient to offset the change in enthalpy which results from the demixing of the
polymers. The transition is controlled by the balance of these two factors, and is
primarily a function of the overall composition and the product of the enthalpic
interaction parameter (given by the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, X (chi), which
is proportional to the inverse of temperature) and the number of statistical segments, n.
For a blend of different homopolymers, the equilibrium structure upon phase separation
(which, for a 50/50 blend of two polymers with the same average number of segments
per chain, occurs at a value of Xn = 2) consists of one (macro) domain of each type of
polymer separated by a single surface which minimizes the interfacial energy of the
system. The homopolymer blend system is analogous to oil and water separating into
two layers. Because the size of each domain is an extensive property (determined by the
amount of each homopolymer present and not the molecular dimension of the
components), this is referred to as macrophase separation.
For a block copolymer the presence of a covalent link between the two blocks
changes the energetics of the transition by localizing the juncdon between the blocks to
an interface in the phase separated state. This restricts the composition fluctuations to a
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length scale on the order of the random walk dimensions of each of the two blocks.
Microphase separation in block copolymers with very narrow molecular weight
distributions (M^/M^ typically less than 1.05) results in periodic structures under
conditions approaching equilibrium (referred to as 'near-equilibrium'). The structures
which are currently known: cubic packed spheres, hexagonally packed cylinders, the
ordered bicontinuous double diamond (OBDD) and lamellar structures, are represented
schematically in Figure 5.3. A common feature of these structures is that they are
subdivisions of space by IMDS of constant mean curvature (of finite curvature or in the
case of lamellae, zero) with the distance between the adjacent intermaterial surfaces
being related to the dimensions of the chains. IMDS of constant mean curvature are
spontaneously produced as a result of minimizing interfacial area under the constraint of
a fixed composition [Thomas, Gido, 1990; Anderson, et al., 1988].
Restricting the composition fluctuations to dimensions on the order of the
random walk dimensions for each of the two blocks results in the formation of a very
large amount of intermaterial surface area per unit volume and a decrease in the
conformational entropy of the chains resulting primarily from constraining the chains to
be 'tethered' to an IMDS (because of localization of the A-B junctions to the interface)
and by constraining the chain segment density to be uniform within the space
partitioned by the IMDS. Equilibrium morphologies in block copolymers represent a
balance between these two competing factors and consequently have a significant
influence on the change in free energy for the transition from the homogeneous state to
the microphase separated state. These additional contributions to free energy of the
microphase separated state result in a threshold of incompadbility for a symmeu-ic
diblock of Xn = 10.5 [Leibler, 1980].
The entropy of the chains in the microphase separated state will be dependent on
the geometry of the IMDS. Consequently curvature of and separation between the
intermaterial interfaces are important factors influencing the free energy of microphase
Figure 5,3. Periodic microstructurcs observed in block copolymers as a function of
minority phase volume fraction. Compositional vdues arc for the polystyrene-
polyisoprene diblock copolymers [Gobran. 1990]
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separated structures. Leibler [et aL, 1983], for example, has characterized the free
energy associated with changes in the IMDS separation in which the change in entropy,
AS (chain conformation) is given by
2 2 2 2
3
rg^
AS (chain conformation) = 2 ^ ( + — + — + — - 4 ) (5-5)
where r^^, r3 are the actual dimensions of chains A and B, and ry^^, rg^ are the preferred
dimensions. Here a single distance statistic for the space partitioned on either side of the
intermaterial interface, r^, rg is used to characterize the structure. For a lamellar system
this approach is straight forward, as the distance between intermaterial interfaces is
constant. However, for other structures, particularly bicontinuous morphologies, not
only is the separation between IMDS not constant, but it is not now known which
statistical length characteristic(s) are representative of how the given geometrical
constraints modify the chain conformational entropy. A means of estimating distance(s)
representative of the influence of the geometrical constraint would be important in
applying this type of analysis in a general way to systems with different microphase
separated structures.
A key issue in characterizing the difference in free energy of various microphase
separated structures is how the free energy depends on the curvature of the IMDS,
Consider, for example, the bending of a single IMDS in a lamellar structure. For a
simple model consisting of chains confined within a fixed volume, as the mean
curvature increases, the interfacial area increases, and the chains on one side of the
interface are compressed while the chains on the other side are stretched perpendicular
to the interface. In reality the influence of curvature on free energy is no doubt more
complicated than this description. However, we are not currendy aware of an
established theory for predicdng the change in chain deformation entropy as a function
of interface curvature in a bulk block copolymer system.
in
Previous theories ot the energetics associated
with perturbing the curvanire of
surfaces in some related systems have
approached the problem by applying a continuum
approach similar to calculadng the energy
ot deforming a membrane. This can be
related to the lamellar block copolymer
structures inasmuch as a membrane represents
,^0 parallel MDS. to this approach contribudons
to the free energy include terms
associated with the mean and Gaussian
curvatures of the intemtaterial interface.
Helfrich [19731 derived equations to
evaluate flte energetics associated
with periurbatton
of a lamellar structure (specifically
with respect «> bilayer membranes in water)
which
yields the energy as a function of
mean and Gaussian curvalute as
iF(e„rvature,-K,J(H-H„)^dA.K,JGdA
where H H and G are the mean, preferred
mean and Gaussian curvatures.
AFccurvatul) i=^ ^'
(correspondtng to mean and Gaussian
curvatures respectrvely) wh.ch account
for
contributions ,o the free energy from
deforming the MDS, changing the intermatenal
surface area and changes in the
distance between IMDS. This approach
was also
„d,i^ by Safran and Wang [1990] in a
dteoretical study of A-B dib.ock
copolymer
dispersed in much larger volumes of A
and B homopolymers. ^ey expressed *e
elasuc defomtation energy ot thin
diblock regions separating
homopolymer in terms of
.mature energies. T.e physical
basis tor K.andK, presented by Safran
and Wang
1,990, suggest that both
parameters scale with M^, where M is the molecular
we.ght.
DC Gennes has also derived
expressions tor the energy ot
penurbing a lamellar
. FH^ n,.nnes 19741 are considered, given
by
the lamellar structure [de
Uen es, iv/tj oi
,fn (5-7)
AF(curvature) = Ki H + k'
in which 1 and Iq refer to the lamellar spacing and the preferred lamellar spacing,
represents a mean curvature bending modulus and k' represents a compression/dilation
modulus. For the case of a diblock this could be written more explicitly as
AF(curvature) = KiH2 + k'
where subscripts A and B refer to the A and B blocks of the diblock copolymer. This
approach has the advantage over that of Helfrich and that of Safran and Wang when
applied to the type of microdomain structures considered in this study because the
inclusion of a dilation term recognizes that the chains tethered to one intermaterial
interface are confined and consequently influenced by chains tethered to another
location on an intermaterial interface. It should be noted that the bending moduli used
in each of the theories are not stricdy equivalent [Gido, 1991].
While these approaches are useful in describing how the energy of deformation
is related to the curvature of the IMDS, they do not easily yield to an intuitive
understanding of where those energetic contributions originate, as the elastic moduli
incorporate both enthalpic contributions (such as the change in interfacial area)
contributions due to changes in conformational entropy resulting from changes in
curvature of the intermaterial interface and, in the case of Helfrich and Safran, dilation
of the structures. It is recognized that curvature of the intermaterial interface
significantly influences the energy within a microphase separated structure, however, the
preceding descriptions of how curvature influences energy have limited applicability to
these systems because the magnitude of the curvature (relative to the thickness of the
microdomains) of the intermaterial interfaces are considerably higher than that which is
within the limits of where the theories are applicable. Furthermore differences in the
physics of a thin membrane and the physics of confining chains within the space
between what are often complex IMDS limits their applicability. However, because
curvature and changes in curvature have a significant influence on the space within
1b
+ (5-8)
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which chains are confined and are readily characterizable attributes of the structures
observed, they are quite useful as descriptors in discussing the energetics associated with
different microdomain morphologies.
This research will also deal with nonperiodic bicontinuous labyrinthine structures
(referred to herein as chaotic bicontinuous) which either constitutes a new equilibrium
structure, metastable phase or a kinetically frozen non-equilibrium state. Our
understanding of periodic microphase separation suggests that IMDS which approximate
surfaces of constant mean curvature are preferred structures as a result of interfacial area
minimization, with the principal curvatures being related to the composition as a result
of the asymmetry in the size of the two blocks. One may expect to find the same
constraints on the morphology in systems with nonperiodic microphase separation. The
resulting structure would have a continuous IMDS which would tend to have a constant
mean curvature and a local negative Gaussian curvature. Subsections of this surface
may be qualitatively similar do the P, D and G minimal surfaces (given equal volume
fractions of each block) or family members thereof (if the volume fractions are
unequal), as a result of minimizing the intermaterial interfacial area. It is possible that
the loss of chain conformational entropy associated with the nonperiodic surface
described above may be less than that of any periodic embedded minimal surface. In
addition, deviation from a periodic structure would increase the entropy of the system by
increasing the possible number of permutations of the intermaterial interface, essentially
constituting an increase in conformational entropy of the IMDS, a 'shape' entropy.
Consequently, the nonperiodic structure may constitute an equilibrium morphology
(being that structure which minimizes the free energy) or at least a metastable (being
lower in free energy than any transition pathway to a periodic structure with lower free
energy). The nonperiodic intermaterial interface may also be related to the influence of
thermal fluctuations if kT is of the magnitude or larger than the energy associated with
disrupting the periodic 'static' structure [Scriven 1976].
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5.3 Background: Phase Separation in Polymers at or near Surfaces
The morphology of regions in which the structure is independent of the
proximity of external surfaces is referred to as the bulk morphology. The presence of an
external surface may result in a preferred orientation or influence the morphology in
other ways. The phase separation of block copolymers in the presence of an external
surface has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically. While a large
number of works have been aimed at using surface sensitive spectroscopic techniques to
infer near-surface morphology, the dependence of these techniques on fitting to a (non-
unique) model is a significant limitation. Direct structural investigations ( by
transmission electron microscopy) of diblock copolymers confined to bulk free surfaces
[Hashimoto, 1985; Schwark and Thomas, 1992] and thin films [Henkee, et al., 1988]
have indicated that the presence of an external surface always results in a continuous
surface layer of the lower surface free energy component. Furthermore, these authors
have observed that the external surface significantly influences the orientation, and in
some cases alters the packing and shape of the domains. In particular, constraining
polystyrene-polydiene diblock copolymers to thin films was observed to result in a
preferential orientation of lamellae and cylinders parallel to the substrate, and an altered
packing of the spherical domains. Schwark and Thomas [1992] have also observed that
the OBDD structure can undergo a transition to the cylindrical structure in the near
surface region, wherein the cylinders are oriented parallel to the external surface.
A theoretical study [Fredrickson, 1987] of the onset of microphase separation for
symmetric diblocks suggests that the surface excess of the lower surface tension
component, which exists above the microphase separation temperature, develops into a
damped sinusoidal composition fluctuation in the near-surface region which becomes
stronger as the temperature decreases toward the bulk phase separation temperature.
This suggests a mechanism by which the external surface may exert an influence on the
near surface structure, favoring lamellae oriented parallel to the external surface.
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When confined to a microdroplet, the lowest free energy morphology may differ
from the bulk equilibrium structure as a result of adopting a structure which minimizes
the sum of external surface energy and the difference in intermaterial interfacial energy
and chain deformation entropy per unit volume relative to that of the bulk morphology.
More explicitly, the free energy difference between two alternative microphase
separated structures within a microdroplet of a given radius is, at least qualitatively,
given by chain deformation entropy, surface energy and interfacial energy as
AF = [ X Ai Yi - TS(chain conformation) ](structure 1) '
[ Z Ai Yi - TS(chain conformation) ](structure 2) (5-9)
where A[ is the area of a surface or interface with a surface or interfacial free energy of
Yi and the summation is taken over all surfaces and interfaces which characterize the
structures. S(chain conformation) refers to the entropy associated with the number of
possible permutations of the chain conformation from factors such as constraining each
block to be 'tethered' to the IMDS, to be within the space partitioned by the IMDS which
is a function of mean curvature, preferred mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, IMDS
separation, preferred IMDS separation and molecular weight.
In order to visualize this competition between two alternative microphase
separated structures, consider the case of a lamellar composition (Figure 5.4). First we
hypothetically extract a sphere of material from a monodomain of flat lamellae (the
equilibrium bulk morphology in Figure 5.4 A). In this case, each layer must be
terminated at the surface in some manner (Figure 5.4 B, C). This results in an increase
in the intermaterial interfacial area per unit volume. Of the three examples cited, the
structure depicted in Figure 5.4 B is the morphology which minimizes the interfacial
area and chain configurational entropy resulting from curvature of the intermaterial
interfaces. This is at the expense of having both the lower and higher surface free
energy components at the surface and a chain conformational entropy penalty associated
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Figure 5.4. Alternative packings of lamellae in a sphere.
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with the non-ideal spacings where the chains are constrained between the external
surface and an intermaterial interface. Figure 5.4 C reduces the surface energy by
formation of a continuous bPD outermost layer at the expense of producing 'end-caps'
(terminating edges of bPS lamellae). The end-caps are energetically unfavorable
because not only do they increase the interfacial area per unit volume of block
copolymer, but that additional intermaterial interfaces have a mean curvature much
larger than the preferred mean curvature). Both Figures 5.4 B and C represent structures
with a zero mean curvature for at least the majority of the intermaterial interfacial area.
If the entropy penalty associated with changing the curvature is the predominant factor
influencing the morphology then structures analogous to 5.4 B or C (depending on the
relative significance of surface energy) would be expected. Example 5.4 D, on the other
hand, has a radially dependent finite mean and Gaussian curvature of the IMDS. The
entropic contribution to the difference in free energy between this hypothetical structure
and the earlier ones includes a penalty associated with 'bending' the lamellae into
concentric shells, the absence of regions such as in 5.4 B and C where the chains are
alternating between compression and dilation in consecutive layers.
The enthalpic contribution to the difference in free energy can be estimated if the
models are more rigorously defined. For example, if the hypothetical structures are all
assumed to have the same lamellar spacing (except the innermost concentric shell which
is thinner according to the overall microdroplet radius), and the 'end-caps' in example
5.4 C are assumed to have half the area of the exterior of the sphere, then the total
interfacial areas of structures depicted in 5.4 B and D are nearly equivalent (although
5.4 B has a large enthalpic penalty in exterior surface energy). Of course all of the
structures converge to nearly the same limits for an arbitrarily large sphere of material).
While this discussion does not account for all possible models of packing lamellae into
spheres, it does suggest that a concentric packing into shells, in the way described,
would be predicted to have a lower enthalpic contribution to the overall free energy than
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the hypothetical models of planar packings in Figures 5.4 B and C. Consequently this
concentric arrangement would be consistent with enthalpic contributions having a more
dominant role in controlling the morphology than the entropic penalties associated with
the increase in mean and Gaussian curvatures of the intermaterial interfaces.
The spherical external surface constraint will result in an imposed mean
curvature of the outermost surface and indirectly constrain the IMDS within the
microdroplet. The magnitude of the exterior mean curvature varies significantly
depending on the size of the droplet. Except for exceedingly small droplets (on the size
scale of the microphase separated structures) the curvature imposed by the surface
constraint (on the order of 2-20 |im'^) is relatively small in comparison to the typical
intermaterial interface curvatures for each bulk microstructure (for the molecular
weights used, Hsphej-^ = 60-70 |am-l, H^yi = 30-50 ^lm-l, HqbDD = 20- 30 ^m"l)
except the lamellar structure, (H = 0) (for specific listing see [Winey, 1991]).
5.4 Background: Preparation of Spherical Polymeric Particles
Spherical particles of polymeric material are produced by a variety of
techniques, most notably emulsion polymerization techniques, which can result in
tailored size distributions, including near-monodisperse distributions [Vanderhoff, et al,
1956; Vanderhoff, et al.,1982]. Aerosol techniques have been used to produce droplets
of polymers by polymerization of atomized solutions of monomers [Mayvill, et al.,
1987] and by producing droplets of polymer solutions via capillary aerosol generators
[Crawley, 1986] or acoustically modulated fluid jets [Kool, 1981]. Coating technologies
utilizing polymers dispersed in aerosols have been widely investigated.
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5.5 Intent of This Research
The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of a nonplanar external
surface constraint on the morphology in microphase separated block copolymers in
order to further understand the physics which influence microdomain morphologies and
to explore the potential of utilizing nonplanar surface constraints to control
microstructure. This has been done by confining polymers to very small droplets
(diameters of 10-500 nm), referred to as 'Microdroplets', which have been produced by
an aerosol technique. A dilute polymer solution (0.1%) was nebulized to form small
droplets which, while airborne, are heated to remove solvent and to anneal the
microphase separated structures, and subsequently stained to fix the morphology and to
provide contrast in the TEM. They are then deposited onto TEM grids for observation.
Microdroplets of neat block copolymers and their blends with homopolymers were
prepared (A-B block copolymers with A homopolymer). The samples prepared include
bPS-bPI and bPS-bPB copolymers of various compositions and molecular weights and
blends of these polymers with each other, or with various molecular weight hPS. The
blends permit a large number of compositions to be investigated and compared with
experimental data available for the bulk [Winey, 1991]. This also allows an additional
degree of freedom over neat blocks because larger scale compositional gradients are
possible (e. g. demixing of a copolymer-homopolymer blend as a result of the surface
constraint, which is normally miscible in the bulk, was observed). In addition,
macrophase separation in microdroplets was also investigated in order to address
questions related to interfacial energy and its determination in polymers.
CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL: PREPARATION AND
OBSERVATION OF MICRODROPLETS
6.1 Sample Preparation
Microdroplets were produced by an aerosol technique initially developed by
Henkee and Bellare [Bellare and Thomas, 1989]. An aerosol of a block copolymer
solution is produced by either nebulization (in which a carrier gas is propelled over the
top of a capillary, the bottom of which is submerged in the solution) or by use of an
ultrasonic source (which is configured to irradiate sonic energy towards the surface of
the solution, causing the generation of small (<10 |am) droplets). The flow of a carrier
gas (N^ and vapor from evaporation of the solvent) takes the droplets to the top of a
glass tower (Figure 6.1) and then down the tower. The tower is divided into three
sections which can be isolated by gate valves. Typically, the tower was operated with
all three sections open to one another. The central section is heated to 120 *^C, which is
above the boiling point of the solvents, and the glass transidons of the polymers (Tg PS
-95-105 oC, Tg PI - -102 ^C, Tg PI - -73 ^C) which were used. A solid OsO^ source
is located on the lowest section with its own gate valve to the main chamber in order to
stain the diene component (for contrast in the TEM) and to Tix' the microdroplets via
cross-linking. TEM grids placed in the bottom of the tower are used to collect samples.
The stained droplets are suitable for TEM without further preparation.
The block copolymer materials were synthesized by Dr. Lewis J. Fetters of
Exxon Research and Engineering Co. via anionic polymerization using vacuum line
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Figure 6.1. Tower used for preparation of polymeric microdroplets.
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techniques [Fetters, 1969; Morton and Fetters, 1975]. Table 6.1 provides
characterization data for the polymers used and for their designations.
We chose particular diblock samples to address several issues. In particular,
the sample compositions were intended to provide information on microdroplet
morphology vs. bulk morphology for both neat diblocks and diblock homopolymer
blends, diblock molecular weight and composition effects on microdroplet morphology
and homopolymer molecular weight effects in blends (e.g. homopolymer segregation,
preferential swelling of concentric layers etc.). The samples investigated are presented
in Table 6.2.
6.2. Sample Observation
A JEOL 2000 FX operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV and a JEOL
100 CX operated at 100 keV were used to observe the samples. Phase contrast from the
microdroplets was minimized by obtaining micrographs with a minimum of objective
lens defocus. Consequently, the principal contrast mechanism in the micrographs is
'mass-thickness', which simplifies interpretation of the micrographs. Stereo pairs were
utilized to aid in the interpretation of the three-dimensional structures from the two-
dimensional projections obtained from the TEM. This was achieved by taking
micrographs tilted 0 degrees relative to each other where 0 is given by
0 = 2Arcsine(2^) (6-1)
where M, h and x are the magnification, height difference to be detected and the
parallax of the eye (2-5 mm). The stereo pairs were then viewed with standard stereo
projection glasses.
Two-dimensional projection simulations of model structures of spherical
microdomain morphologies and concentric lamellar morphologies were also produced
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Table 6.1. Characteristics of block copolymers and
homopolymers used in microdroplet preparation.
uesip^nauon. Composition: Diene component:
o=oiyrene
1—isoprene
r>—r>uiau.idic
Mn
(Poly-
styrene)
Mn
(Poly-
diene)
Monomer wt%
vol %
(T=115
OC)
r>10CK
OD L\J/ LKJ 12.0 9.9 B 45 50
SR 90/90oi-> ^.yjf 20.5 20.5 B 50 54
CT3 40/40 42.3 45.5 B 44 56
SB 80/80 80 80 B 50 54
SI 27/22 27 22 I 45 49
SB 23/10 22.9 9.2 B 29 32
SB 100/28 100 28 B 22 25
SI 45/12 45 12 I 21 16
SB 185/28 185 28 B 13 15
Homopolymers**:
S2700 2700
N/AS50 50
S17 17
S14 14
* For example: SB 23/10 is poly(styrene-block-butadiene),
23 kg/mole styrene, 10 kg/mole butadiene.
** Homopolymers used were monodisperse
GPC standards from Pressure Chemicals®
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Table 6.2. Microdoplet samples prepared.
Sample Composition:
S=Styrene I=Isoprene B=Butadiene
Volume
Fraction
Diene
Component
DesignationBlock Copolymer Blended with:
(wt fraction,
polymer)
SB 20/20 none 54% SB20/20
SB 20/20 20% S 2700 44% SB 20/20-20% S 2700
SB 20/20 20% S 50 44% SB 20/20-20% S 50
SB 20/20 20% S 17 44% SB 20/20-20% S 17
SB 20/20 30% S 17 39% SB 20/20-30% S 17
SB 20/20 40% S 17 34% SB 20/20-40%S 17
SI 27/22 20% S 14 40% SI 27/22-20% S 14
SI 27/22 27% S 14 36% SI 27/22- 27%S 14
SI 27/22 34% S 14 33% SI 27/22- 34% S 14
SB 10/10 XT / AN/A 50% SB 10/10*
SB 40/40 56% SB 40/40
SB 80/80 54% SB 80/80*
SB 23/10 32% SB23/10
SB 100/28 25% SB 100/28
SB 185/28 15% SB 185/28*
SI 45/12 24% SI 45/12
SB 10/10 50% SB 40/40 53% SB 10/10-50% SB 40/40*
SB 10/10 50% SB 20/20 52% SB 10/10-50% SB 20/20*
none 100% S 2700 0%
* Samples prepared with or by Jayesh Bellare
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using a program, Poly Works,® written by Janelle Gunther and Jayesh Bellarc
[Anderson, et al, 1991]. This program calculates projected mass thickness for a variety
of types of structures, such as concentric spherical shells of alternating composition,
given a specified IMDS structure, a density for each domain and an orientation of the
structure relative to the plane of projection.
CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.1 Morphology in Microdroolets vs. the Bulk
For each sample a number of microdroplets over a broad range in size (lO's to a
few hundred nm) were examined and, except were noted, the morphology was
consistent throughout this range.
Diblock copolymer samples which form ordered lamellae in the bulk
demonstrate two disdnct morphologies when confined to droplets. Low diblock
molecular weights (e.g. SB20/20; poly(styrene-co-butadiene) with MW . =20, MW„=20
kg/mole) self assemble into concentric spherical shells of alternating composition with
intermaterial interfaces which are parallel surfaces. Examples of such structures
observed for neat block copolymers and block copolymer/homopolymer blends are
presented in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.1 B is an example of a Poly Works® simulation of the
microdroplet in Figure 7.1 A. The simulation assumes each concentric shell has the
same thickness, except the outermost one which is half that The densities of the shells
alternates between 1 and 2 with the outermost layer being the denser phase. This is a
good match to the image of the microdroplet, supporting the interpretation of the
structure as concentric shells of alternating composition and uniform spacing with the
near surface composition being bPB, the component with the lower surface tension.
Compositions forming OBDD bulk morphologies undergo a structural transition
when confined to microdroplets resulting in a labyrinthine structure composed of
concentric shells of disordered 'honeycomb-like' structures (Figure 7.2). Figure 7.2 A,
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Figure 7.1. Microdroplets of polymer compositions which form lamellar structures in
the bulk. In this and in subsequent Figures the dark domains correspond to the
OSO4 stained diene rich domains.
A) Neat dibiock demonstrating concentric lamellar structure.
B) Poly Works® simulation of microdroplet in A.
C) Diblock/homopolymer blend demonstrating concentric lamellar structure.
D) Diblock/homopolymer blend demonstrating concentric lamellar structure and
predominantly polystyrene exterior.
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Figure 7.2. Microdroplets of polymer compositions which form OBDD in the bulk.
A) Spherical microdroplet.
B) Microdroplet which has deformed upon contact with the carbon substrate
resulting in a bell-shaped particle. This deformation enables the outermost
concentric disordered 'honeycomb-like' structure to be observed, particularly in
the lower left side of the droplet.
C) Schematic representation of a defect free portion of the disordered
'honeycomb-like' structure.
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a droplet with a composition which forms OBDD in the bulk, clearly demonstrates a
concentric ordering, however, the detailed structure of the IMDS within the layers and
any connectivity between the layers is obscured by the thickness of the droplet.
Examination of droplets which deformed significantly upon contact with the carbon
substrates, forming a bell-shaped 'blob', permits the projected structure of the concentric
layers (at least the outermost layer) to be clearly observed, particularly when viewed in
stereo pairs. Figure 7.2 B is an example of such a microdroplet. Each layer can be seen
to be composed of a continuous lacy network of bPD channels. An idealized schematic
of a portion of the 'netlike' structure is provided in Figure 7.2 C. The lacy network of
bPD channels appears to be similar to a network of constant mean curvature IMDS
similar to portion of that in the Gyroid surface (which are like 'Y' junctions). This
network can be envisioned as points roughly positioned in an hexagonal array on the
surface of a sphere, which are connected with three-fold coordination to nearest
neighbors (on average) which is enclosed within an IMDS of constant mean curvature.
This result is quite interesting in that it represents a surface induced transition to a
morphology which has not previously been observed.
Compositions forming cylindrical bulk morphologies display concentric layers
of cylinders (Figure 7.3 A, B) in microdroplets. These concentric layers of cylinders
are typically not ordered with respect to one another, although some examples of
regions packed into nearly hexagonal arrays were observed, particularly at lower
molecular weights. More typically the cylinders are parallel to their neighbors within
the same layer. The spacing between layers and between cylinders within a given layer
is on the same order as the inter-cylinder spacing in the bulk.
Samples which form spherical microdomains in the bulk, currently investigated
by J. Gunther and J. Bellare in our lab, display irregularly packed spherical domains
(Figure 7.3 C, D).
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Figure 7.3. Microdroplets of polymer compositions which form either cylindrical or
spherical structures in the bulk.
A) Cylindrical bulk morphology confined to microdroplet.
B) Cylindrical bulk morphology demonstrating concentric packing of cylinders
into concentric layers within microdroplet.
C) and D) Spherical bulk morphologies demonstrating disordered spherical
packing in microdroplets (micrographs by J. Bellare and J. Gunther).
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A summary of the morphologies observed in microdroplets vs. the respective
bulk morphology is provided in Table 7.1.
The compositional dependence of the transitions between microstructures was
also examined. This was to determine if imposing an external surface constraint would
destabilize particular morphologies sufficiently to drive them into the microdroplet
morphology characteristic of other bulk morphologies; for example, if a composition
which was OBDD in the bulk but close to the bulk lamellar-OBDD transition would
form concentric shells rather than the concentric net structure. In order to do this,
samples very close to the lamellar-OBDD and OBDD-cylinder transitions were
examined. Each sample demonstrated the corresponding microdroplet morphology
characteristic of its bulk morphology including those which were relatively close in
composition to other bulk structures; no shift in the compositions of the microdomain
boundaries was observed. The compositional dependence on microdroplet morphology
is presented in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.
7.1.1 Molecular Weight Effects
Figure 7.6 presents the morphology in microdroplets of relatively high
molecular weight polymers which are lamellar in the bulk. Rather than forming
concentric shells as did the lower molecular weight samples of similar compositions,
these materials demonstrate an unusual nonperiodic structure. While these samples are
difficult to characterize due to the absence of high symmetry projections, examination
of the micrographs, including multiple micrographs of particular droplets taken at
different tilt angles, suggest that a labyrinthine three-dimensionally bicontinuous
structure is formed. Regions of the intermaterial interface in these samples appear to be
surfaces of high genus that qualitatively resemble surface patches of the P, D or G
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Table 7.1. Morphology observed as a function of composition
in the bulk vs. in microdroplets
Bulk Morphology
Structure Phase
Continuity
(Minority/
Majority)
lamellar
(MW < 20 kg/mole)
2/2 concentric shells of lamellae
lamellar
(MW > 40 kg/mole)
2/2 chaotic, apparently bicontinuous
OBDD 3/3 concentric shells of disordered
'honeycomb-like' structures
cylinders 1/3 concentric shells of cylinders
spheres 0/3 disordered packing of spheres
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Figure 7.4. Key to sample identification in Figure 7.5-
A) Neat diblock copolymer samples
B) Diblock copolymer/homopolymer samples
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Figure 7.5. Morophologies observed in microdroplets. Key to labels: d-S = disordered
spheres, C = concentric cylinders, d-C = disordered cylinders, N = concentric
disordered 'honeycomb-lUce' structures, L = concentric lamellae, m-L =
macrophase separated into lamellar and homopolymer rich domains, B = chaotic
bicontinuous.
A) Neat diblock copolymer samples
B) Diblock copolymer/homopolymer samples
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Figure 7.6. Microdroplets of polymer compositions which form lamellar structures in
the bulk which, when confined to microdroplets, form chaotic bicontinuous
structures.
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minimal surfaces (see for example the smaller microdroplet in the upper right hand
side of figure 7.6). This structure is referred to as chaotic bicontinuous
[Scriven, 1976].
The departure from the ordering into concentric shells indicates one of two
things; near-equilibrium structures were not obtained, or the
free energy of forming
concentric lameUae is more strongly dependent on molecular weight
than the free
energy of the chaotic bicontinuous structures. The curvatures of
the intermaterial
interface in the chaotic bicontinuous structures differs
significantly from what it would
be if it were to adopt a concentric lamellar morphology; a
significant negative rather
than positive Gaussian curvature is present and the mean
curvature, while it has not
been quantitatively measured yet, appears to be lower
(perhaps having zero mean
curvature in the chaotic bicontinuous structures). This
difference in the IMDS will
influence the free energy by changing the conformational
entropy of the chains. For
example, a decrease in the mean curvature decreases
the difference between the actual
and the preferred mean curvature (which is zero for a
symmetric diblock) which should
reduce the free energy according to equation
5-5. If the chaotic bicontinuous structure
is lower in free energy than the concentric
lamellar structure for these molecular
weights this indicates that the change due to
chain entropy free energy associated with
adopting a negative Gaussian curvature and
reducing the mean curvature can be
sufficient to offset any enthalpic contnbutions
to the free energy such as an increase
in
interfacial area per unit volume relative to that
in the concentric lamellar morphology.
It should be noted that this nonperiodic
labyrinthine structure may be a
thermodynamically stable structure which is only
observed in block copolymers when
the bulk equilibrium structure of
parallel lamellae is sufficiently frustrated
(e.g. by the
curvature of the external microdroplet
surface).
High molecular weight polymers which
are cylindrical and spherical in the
bulk
demonstrate the same motif when confined to
microdroplets, but do not demonstrate
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pronounced concentric ordering. In the case of cylinders, the departure from
concentric ordering in layers is accompanied by a reduction in the length to diameter
ratio of the cylinders, consequently requiring more 'end-caps', and an associated
increase in intermaterial interfacial area. While bending a cylinder around a radius does
not increase either the Gaussian or mean curvature of the surface as a whole, it does
change the integral over the surface of the difference between the mean curvature and
the preferred mean curvature. For example, a straight cylinder with a mean curvature
equal to the preferred mean curvature would be predicted to, as it is bent around a
radius, incur a decrease in chain entropy as the mean curvature increases on the side the
cylinder bends away from and decreases on the side the cylinder bends towards.
Consequently it is reasonable to predict that the enthalpic penalty associated with 'end-
caps' is offset by an increase in chain entropy associated with 'bending' the cylinders
less.
In high molecular weight samples there is also a change in the morphology of
the outermost region of the microdroplets. For all compositions at relatively low
molecular weights a homogeneous external surface layer of a single component (i.e. a
single concentric shell) was observed. In the higher molecular weight samples a
continuous single component external coating is not observed, rather, a heterogeneous
structure of patches of each component is present. The formation of the homogeneous
external surface layers is due to the difference in surface free energy of the PS and PD
components being sufficiently different to offset any entropic penalty. The results at
high molecular weights suggests non-equilibrium structures are being observed or that
there is a limit in the range over which external surface energy is the predominant
factor influencing the morphology. This is discussed further in section 7.2.1.
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7.1.2 Frustration of Bulk Microdomain Structures: The Role of Minority Phase
Continuity
The effect of the nonplanar external surface constraint on the morphology of
block copolymers can be categorized on the basis of the continuity of the minority
component of the block. For spherical microdomain structures, in which the minority
component has zero-dimensional continuity, experiments confirm that the spheres can
pack into a microdroplet without an alteration to the basic motif of the microdomains.
Since spherical IMDS can be bound within a larger sphere (such as the external surface
of the microdroplet) constraining this microdomain structure to a microdroplet would
not be expected to change the basic morphology.
For bulk morphologies which are one or two-dimensionally continuous, the
IMDS which minimize the free energy in the bulk cannot be confined within a
microdroplet without being altered. What is observed is that the bulk motifs (cylinders
or lamellae) are curved to fit within the microdroplets. This results in a radially
periodic packing into concentric layers (e.g. concentric lamellae or cylinders packed
into concentric layers).
The comparison of the three potential lamellar morphologies presented earlier
(Figure 5.4 B-D) with experimental observation provides a first level understanding of
the dominant forces influencing the morphology. The observed microdroplet structure
is most like example 5.4 D. This indicates that the morphology is more strongly
influenced by minimizing surface and interfacial energy than by minimizing the
entropic penalty related to the decrease in chain conformational entropy resulting from
the positive Gaussian curvature and increased mean curvature incurred by deforming
the intermaterial interfaces to order into concentric layers.
In the bulk OBDD microdomain morphology, the minority component is three-
dimensionally continuous. The IMDS of the OBDD, similar to a parallel constant-
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mean-curvature family members of the D surface, cannot be confined within an
external surface without perturbing the intermaterial boundary. In fact, OBDD is not
observed in microdroplets of materials which form OBDD in the bulk. Rather what is
observed is a structure composed of distorted tripods, qualitatively similar to constant
mean curvature family members of the G-surface, interconnected to other tripods within
the same layer. The observed structure is two-dimensionally continuous in the minority
component and may have nearly the same mean and Gaussian curvature as the bulk
OBDD structure. This result is also interesting with respect to the observations by
Schwark and Thomas [1992] that OBDD morphologies demonstrate a transition to
cylinders in the near-surface region of bulk samples with planar boundary constraints.
The significance of the minority phase continuity is how it relates to the
characteristic length scales of the microdomain structures. Length scales which are
essentially infinite (such as the length of cylinders) are ordered in a tangential direction
while being oriented locally such that the characteristic length scale in the radial
direction is small relative to the microdroplet dimensions.
7.1.3 Are Microdroplets Near-Equilibrium Structures?
An important issue in interpreting the results of the microstructures observed is
whether or not the structures represent near-equilibrium structures. Although an
experimental approach to confirming this has not been developed at this time, some
indications can be drawn from the data. One important observation (as stated earlier) is
that the structure is very reproducible and consistent from droplet to droplet. The only
exception to this is the transition between concentric shells and the labyrinthine network
as a function of molecular weight in samples with lamellar bulk morphologies. For
example, even in samples of SB20/20-20%S17 a significant fraction of the particles
(1/4 to 1/3) form the chaotic bicontinuous morphology. As indicated in Figure 7.7,
14 T
Number of
particles
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<200 200-400 400-600 >600
Diameter of particles, nm
H Concentric CH Mixed Lamellar and LJ Chaotic
Lamellae Bicontinuous Bicontinuous
Figure 7.7. Histogram of morphologies observed in SB20/20-20%S17 microdroplets.
Internal structure for microdroplets larger than a few hundred nm was inferred
from the structure of the outermost layers. Particles which demonstrated the
'Mixed CL-CB' morphology are ones in which there was a transition from a
concentric ordering of lamellae in the outermost layers (typically one or two
concentric lamellae) to a chaotic bicontinuous structure within the center of the
particle.
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there is a weak size dependence on the morphology. If the transition to the labyrinthine
composition were driven by the energy required to bend the lamellae into concentric
shells, then the labyrinthine morphology should be observed in smaller droplets where
the curvature of the interfaces per unit volume is greater. In contrast, the labyrinthine
morphology is observed in bigger droplets. This suggests that the surface constraint is
promoting the concentric order within the droplets and that larger droplets are
kinetically hindered from being driven to a given morphology by the external surface
constraint.
7.2 Surface Composition and Laver Thickness
7.2.1 NeatDiblocks
The preference for forming an external layer of a particular component of a
block copolymer, observed at the free surface of bulk samples [Schwark, to be
submitted; Hasegawa, Hashimoto, 1985], is also demonstrated in microdroplets. One
interesting issue is how the thickness of this layer relates to that at 'flat' surfaces. There
has been a recent investigation of the surface layers formed at free surfaces for the same
block copolymers used in this study [Schwark and Thomas, 1991]. The thickness of the
outer layer for microdroplets of neat diblocks of SB 10/10, SB 20/20, and SB 23/10 (5,
10, 5 nm respectively) are comparable to that at a free surface (6, 9, 9 nm respectively
[Schwark and Thomas, 1991]).
At higher molecular weights (SB40/40, SB80/80, SB185/28, and SBlOO/28),
however, the external layer thickness for microdroplets of neat block copolymers
showed significant variation from the results at planar interfaces. In these systems a
surface layer rich in one particular component was not observed. Recently Schwark
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[1992] has shown very similar results for SB 185/28 thin films produced by spin-
coating. He has demonstrated that 14 days annealing at 1 15 resulted in a uniform
diene surface coating, indicating that the discontinuous coating does not represent an
equilibrium morphology.
7.2.2 Diblock / Homopolymer Blends
In the neat polymers, the volume of the block on each side of the intermaterial
interface is controlled by the molecular weight of each of the blocks. The presence of
homopolymer blended with the block copolymer provides an additional degree of
freedom to the system. In a blend, the homopolymer is free to segregate in a variety of
possible arrangements such as homogeneously throughout the bPS chains, at the
external surface, at the core of the microdroplet or in particular concentric shells of the
bPS (see Figure 7.8). While in neat diblocks we see that for all compositions which
form homogeneous surface coatings, the outer surface of the microdroplet is bPD, block
copolymer/homopolymer blends, however, display a more diverse range of structures.
For example, in the SI27/23-20%S14 system, the outermost coating is
composed of PI, with the first shell of PS swollen by the hPS, demonstrating an
inhomogeneous distribution of the hPS within the polystyrene block segments, resulting
in a preferential segregation to the outermost hPS shell. In these samples the outer
coating is still the diene. This observation is counter-intuitive, as our expectation was
that if the hPS were heterogeneously distributed it would be segregated to the core; this
giving a structure with fewer concentric shells and a less chain deformation entropy per
unit volume in each consecutive shell because of the lower mean curvature resulting
from being on the 'outside' of a hPS core rather than at the core itself. The phenomena
is very interesting because it suggest that the entropy penalty associated with the
BI I Polystyrene rich domain
Polydiene rich domain
Excess homopolystyrene
(higher concentration than in
other polystyrene rich domains)
Figure 7.8. Alternative structures in microdroplets of blends
which form concentric lamellae.
A) Excess hPS segregated to core.
B) Excess hPS segregated to outermost bPS layer with exterior bPD layer.
C) Excess hPS segregated to outermost layer..
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increase in mean curvature of the IMDS is less than the entropy penalty associated with
any alternative spatial distribution of homopolymer.
In the SB20/20-20%S17 system, the outermost shell of many of the
microdroplets is hPS rather than bPB (Figure 7.1 B). This observation of external
surface compositions of hPS is perhaps one of the most intriguing observations of this
work as it is the opposite of what is observed for the neat diblock and indicates that the
composition of the surface of the spheres can be controlled. Neat SB block copolymers
are observed (both for planar and nonplanar surface constraints) to have an outer most
layer of PB, as well as a surface excess of PB at temperatures above the microphase
separation temperature[Fredrickson, 1987]. This suggest that the entropy penalty
associated with the increase in mean curvature of the IMDS (relative to any other hPS
distribution) is less than the entropy penalty associated with any alternative spatial
distribution of hPS is sufficient to offset the difference in enthalpy between a hPS and
bPD exterior surface composition. For comparison of these two systems to that of the
neat diblock see Figure 7.9.
7.3 Macronhase Separation in Microdroolets
Blends with hPS of sufficiently high molecular weight result in macrophase
separation (Figure 7.10) into two regions; a homopolymer rich region and a block
copolymer rich region which has itself also microphase separated. The lamellar
spacings in the block copolymer rich domain are essentially equivalent to the spacings
in the neat SB20/20 samples, indicating that little mixing of the homopolymer and
block copolymer occurs. In these systems (SB20/20-20%S2700 and SB20/20-20%S50)
the difference in hPS and bPS molecular weights (135:1 and 2.5:1) indicates that little
1 2 3 4 5 6
Shell number
Figure 7.9. Radial dependence of shell thickness in microdroplets.
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Figure 7.10. Macrophase separation within a microdroplet.
A) Microdroplet of diblock/homopolymer blend which has both
macrophase separated and microphase separated.
B) Schematic representations of the structure of the particle in A
SB 20/20. 20% S 52
I I
= Homopolystyrene
I I
- Block Polydiene
I I
= Block Polystyrene
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mixing of the molecules should occur, even at a hPS/bPS interface (referred to as a 'dry
brush' [Shuil, 1991]).
7.4 Dihlock / Diblock Blends
Samples were also prepared in conjunction with Jayesh Bellare to determine if
macrophase separation of a binary blend of lamellar diblock copolymers could be
induced. The hypothesis was that a microdroplet of such a blend might form concentric
shells of different thickness due to a heterogeneous distribution of each diblock, as a
result of the difference in bending energy with thickness (i.e. molecular weight). In the
microdroplets prepared, the thickness of the concentric shells was not observed to vary
with their radius for blends of equal volume SB40/40-SB 10/10 or SB80/80-SB 10/10.
This is interpreted as indicating that the difference in bending energy (and hence the
molecular weights) was not sufficiently different to overcome the loss of entropy which
would have resulted from demixing.
7.5 Defect Structures Observed in Microdroplets
While the morphologies described earlier where characteristic of the vast
majority of microdroplets observed some microdroplets differed. Several types of
structures were observed which relate to defects in the packing of the microdomain
structures. The limited number of samples examined preclude an exhaustive study of
defect structures which are possible in these systems, however, a few structures which
were observed will be described. One type of defect that was expected to be present in
lamellar samples is a Dupin Cyclide. Very few (<5%) of the microdroplets observed
had a structure which was quite similar to the projected image of a Dupin Cyclide
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(Figure 7.11), suggesting that while it appears possible to form such a defect structure
in a microdroplet, it is quite uncommon.
Another example of a defect structure seen in concentric layers of cylinders, is
the subduction of one 'shell' under itself (Figure 7.12 A, B). We refer to this as the
'Military Sock Role' structure This structure was also observed only in a small number
of samples. It should be noted, however, that only when the microdroplet is oriented in
a particular direction will this defect be obvious.
Another unusual structure observed in one cylindrical sample (SB 10/45) was a
defect shaped like half an ellipsoid, from which cylinders of the diene were excluded.
Furthermore, the first several layers of cylinders surrounding the ellipsoid were oriented
parallel to both the ellipsoid and the external microdroplet surface, giving the defect the
appearance of a bee hive (Figure 7.12 C, D), This defect was a very common feature of
the microdroplets from this sample but was not observed with other compositions. It
was not clear what material was in the center of the defect, but the occurrence of this
defect in a single composition, the uniform appearance of the center, and the similarity
to the macrophase separated samples suggests that the purity of this material should be
examined.
Another observation is that virtually all the microdroplets deform upon contact
with the substrate or one another. The extent of this deformation, which was not
quantitatively evaluated, varied from droplet to droplet. This was at first assumed to
indicate that the microdroplets were somewhat liquid-like when they landed. However,
the microdroplets are exposed to OsO^ vapor prior to deposition which, in addition to
enhancing contrast, cross-links and should Tix' the microdroplets. In addition to flow
and plastic deformation, elastic deformadon due to capillary forces is likely to
contribute to the 'foot' morphology. This is supported by the observation that
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Figure 7. 1 1. Microdroplet demonstrating intermaterial interfaces consistent with a
Dupin Cyclide morphology.
A) Micrograph of microdroplet.
B) Schematic representation of Dupin Cyclide [Thomas et al. 1991].
C) and D) Calculated projected mass thickness for a structure in which the
surfaces comprising a Dupin Cyclide represent intermaterial interfaces between
materials of different density. The orientation of D is the same as that of B and a
rotation of 90 ^C from C.
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Figure 7.12 Some unusual microdroplet morphologies.
A) Schematic representation of 'beehive' defect.
B) Microdroplet demonstrating a 'beehive' defect.
C) Micrograph demonstrating a 'military sock roll' defect.
D) Schematic representation of the outermost layer within which the cylinders
pack.
Cross-sectional view of
microdroplets of pure hPS (which have a much higher modulus than the PD domains of
the block copolymers and blends) show very little deformation on the carbon substrates.
7.6 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research
7.6.1 Conclusions
Because constraining block copolymers to microphase separate within a sphere
changes the magnitude of various contributions to the free energy such as interfacial
free energy, surface free energy, and chain deformation energy, the morphologies
observed in microdroplets can differ significantly from those observed in the bulk.
Observing which structures are produced makes it possible to better understand the
respective roles of each contribution to the microdomain morphology.
Samples which have one or two-dimensional continuity of the minority
component, such as lamellae and cylinders, exhibit a concentric packing of
microdomains into 'shells'. This indicates that the chain deformation energy associated
with bending the IMDS and/or disrupting their packing is less than the energy
associated with disrupting the continuity (primarily the increase of the surface and
chain deformation energy associated with termination of microdomains) as would be
required if the bulk packing were not altered.
Concentric shells of lamellae are observed to have a constant spacing between
successive IMDS as a function of microdroplet radius. Because this spacing represents
a balance between the chain deformation entropy resulting from curvature of the
intermaterial interface and chain deformation entropy resulting from perturbing the
lamellar thickness, it is evident that the increase in the entropy associated with
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increasing the IMDS curvature is considerably smaller than the change in chain
deformation entropy resulting from deviation from the preferred spacing.
The OBDD structure, which is three-dimensionally continuous in the minority
component, is not observed in microdroplets. Rather, compositions which are OBDD
in the bulk form concentric disordered 'honeycomb-like' structures. This is to avoid the
excess energy which would ensue from the additional interfacial area resulting from the
truncation of the OBDD intermaterial interface at the external surface of the sphere.
Spherical microdomain morphologies, which are zero-dimensionally
continuous, form disordered arrays of spheres inside microdroplets. The discontinuous
minority phase retains the constant mean curvature IMDS of the bulk state.
The observation of chaotic bicontinuous structures rather than concentric shells
in high molecular weight samples of compositions which have bulk state lamellar and
cylindrical motifs is interpreted as probably not a new equilibrium morphology but a
kinetically trapped state, possibly at a local minimum in the free energy. However,
because the excess energy required to bend the intermaterial surfaces in order to pack
them into concentric shells becomes larger with increasing molecular weight, the
bicontinuous structure may have a lower free energy than alternative parallel surface
lamellar structures. The IMDS in the chaotic bicontinuous structures which are
observed appear qualitatively similar to sections of certain three dimensionally periodic
minimal surfaces, suggesting that minimization of interfacial area plays an important
role in the structure.
In neat diblock copolymers, an external surface coating of the lower surface
energy component (diene in this case) is observed. It was shown in this work that the
external surface composition of microdroplets can be manipulated by blending with
homopolymers. For a blend of nearly equivalent bPS molecular weight and hPS
molecular weight, hPS can be partitioned nearly exclusively into the outermost layer.
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despite miscibility of the hPS in the flat lamellar bPS domains of the diblock in the bulk
and the unfavorable difference in surface energy of PS compared to PD. This suggest
that different entropic contributions to the surface free energy imposed by the chain
architecture can significantly influence the external surface morphology.
In summary, since certain characteristic length scales of the bulk microdomain
morphologies are much larger than the diameter of the microdroplets, the microdomain
shape and packing are altered. This frustration caused by confining bulk near-
equilibrium microdomain morphologies within spheres is accommodated by radially
periodic, concentrically ordered structures. In the case of discontinuous spherical
domains, the packing is only minimally perturbed from that of the bulk state and
microdomain IMDS are unchanged. For one and two dimensionally continuous
morphologies (cylinders and lamellae respectively) the IMDS change from their bulk
preferred curvatures but approximately maintain their bulk domain types and
interdomain separations, to conform to the external spherical constraint. For the three
dimensionally continuous OBDD morphology, an entirely new IMDS is formed:
concentric disordered 'honeycomb-like' layers.
Based on morphological observations, we can assess the relative influence of the
key factors contributing to the free energy of a microphase separated structure.
Minimization of external surface energy was seen to be the strongest effect, resulting in
the spherical shape of the microdroplets and the uniform diene surface coatings.
Maintaining preferred separations between adjacent IMDS was also a dominant factor
since, for each sample investigated, these separations were approximately equivalent to
those of the corresponding bulk structures. The system must also in addition seek to
minimize the interfacial area of the total IMDS. Unlike the bulk were all microdomain
structures are surfaces of constant mean curvature (the condition for which interfacial
area is minimized for fixed volume fractions and symmetry constraints), except for the
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case of spherical microdomains, the observed IMDS exhibit radially dependent shapes
and curvatures. Locally this results in additional interfacial area per unit volume
relative to the bulk, but likely provides a minimum in interfacial area given the
microdroplet spherical geometry and required separations of adjacent IMDS.
The most accommodating factor is the curvature of the IMDS. In all cases
(except spherical microdomain morphologies) rather than create excess interfacial area
by truncation of the continuous microdomain morphology at the surface of the droplet,
the resulting structures curve to fit within the spherical external constraint.
7.6.2 Suggestions for Future Research
This research has been a preliminary, 'scouting mission' of potentially
interesting issues related to microphase separation under nonplanar surface constraints.
The technological merit of this research is likely to be in areas of either value added
polymeric materials, such as drug delivery systems, or less directly in application of
principles learned in the aerosol droplets to other diverse systems such as
interpenetrating polymer networks (via further investigations of chaotic bicontinuous
structures), polymer blend morphology (via macrophase separation in droplets) and
multicomponent latex particles. Latex systems afford the additional benefits of having
control of the external surface energy of the particles and the potential for inexpensive
production of large quantities of material. Novel materials could also be produced by
carefully sintering 'nanoparticles' to produce new 'bulk' structures of phase separated
polymers. This would provide very interesting and potential fertile technological issues
and model systems for a continued study of the fundamentals of phase separation and
structure property relationships in model block and/or blend systems.
Two key issues which need to be addressed in any continuation of this work are:
the residence time of particles in the tower and whether the morphologies represent
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near-equilibrium structures. I would propose that both issues can be approached by
redesigning either the microdroplet tower or the operation parameters such that the
residence time of particles could be effectively controlled. Two experiments are
proposed: extended annealing of particles and annealing of non-equilibrium structures.
Basically this amounts to extending the conditions under which the droplets are
produced to both more and less favored conditions for equilibrium. While it may be
impractical to demonstrate that the observed structures cannot be annealed to more
stable structures, it would be informative if faster sample preparation (and/or lower
temperatures) could be used to kinetically trap non-equilibrium structures. Repeating
the preparation process with the additional annealing would provide evidence that the
morphologies are thermodynamically more stable than the kinetically trapped structures
as well as permitting the effects of annealing to be assessed. To accomplish this, the
principal features which need to be incorporated or improved in the experimental setup
are: decreased convection and more effective gate valves. Cooling of the ultrasonic
aerosol generator may also be necessary in order to aid in the acquisition of non-
equilibrium morphologies.
High molecular weight OBDD samples would also be of interest. Since we
have observed that higher molecular weight induces changes in structure for
compositions which are lamellar and cylindrical in the bulk, and we know that OBDD
compositions demonstrate a new microphase separated structure at moderate molecular
weights, it is likely that high molecular weight OBDD samples will have yet another
new microstructure. One might also expect to observe a transition to OBDD, based on
the observation of a bicontinuous structure in microdroplets of block copolymers with
compositions forming lamellae in the bulk.
The observations with respect to external surface composition and layer
thickness in blends which are lamellar in the bulk also would be worthy of further
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investigation. In particular, a broader range of homopolymer molecular weights could
be employed to demonstrate the influence of the extent and nature of the hPS swelling
of the bPS. Experimental and theoretical work on the swelling of bPS-bPB lamellar
diblocks by hPS would provide a useful framework to interpret microdroplet
morphology in terms of the swelling of the bPS and homogeneity of the hPS
distribution (within each bPS lamellae).
Furthermore, external surface constraints imposed by interfaces with solid
objects may provide both scientifically enlightening and technologically useful
structures. This work would lead me to expect that a concentric cylinder morphology
may be produced when a diblock copolymer with lamellar bulk moiphology
microphase separation within capillaries or on coated fibers of small diameter. A novel
property of a hollow cylinder is that it has a surface area which is independent of the
change in wall thickness (distance between the inner and outer radii). Consequentiy, if
such a structure were, for example, swollen with a solute, and if the solute was
subsequently leached out, the hollow fiber would maintain a constant surface area as it
loses volume (potentially important to drug delivery systems).
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